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TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AND PATENT POLICY:
DOE AND OTHER PERSPECTIVES

MONDAY, JULY 15, 1985

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY, SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENERGY RESEARCH
AND PRODUCTION,AND THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE,
RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY,

Oak Ridge, TN.
The subcommittees-met, pursuant to notice, at 9 a.m., American

Museum of Science and Energy, 300 S. Tulane Avenue, Oak Ridge,
TN, Hon. Marilyn Lloyd and Hon. Doug Walgren, presiding.

Present: Representatives Lloyd, Walgren, and Morrison.
Staff present: Dr. John V. Dugan, Jr., staff director; Nelson

Milder, technical consultant; James Turner, counsel; and Tim
Peckinpaugh, Republican technical consultant.

Ms. LLoYD. The subcommittee hearing will come to order.
Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. It is certainly nice to have

all of you here and we are certainly very happy that our witnesses
have agreed to participate in the hearings today.

There has been increasing attention over the. past several years
to exploring mechanisms for maximizing the return on the Federal
Government's. investment in R&D. Today's hearing is a first step
for the ERP Subcommittee in examining the various options avail
able to the Deparj;ment of Energy to enhance its ability to transfer
federally funded technology. Both Congressman Walgren and I
have been long-time advocates of strong technology transfer pro
grams within the Federal Government beginning with NASA, and
this is certainly shared with Congressman Morrison as well. NASA
was the agency pioneer for technology transfer under our commit
tee's jurisdiction. My distinguished colleague, Mr. Walgren, ap
proaches this topic from a more general perspective across the Fed
eral agencies, and he has been involved with the other subcommit-
tee chairmen in recent patent policy legislation. '.. .

The billions of dollars which this country spends in its various
research programs to develop technology for applications to nation
al missions is certainly applicable to other areas of our economy as

o well. In addition to the organic acts creating the agencies, the Con
gress has provided strong legislative incentives, such as the Steven
son-Wydler Act, to direct the various mission agencies within the
Federal Government,such as the Department of Energy, NASA,

o and the National Science Foundation, to carry out vigorous tech,
nology transfer .programs. Our ultimate aim is to closely examine
the technological .innovations resulting from research and develop
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ment programs within each of the agencies and determine their ap
plicability to solving problems in areas of our national need. My
particular interests are Department of Energy and Oak Ridge, but
I would hope that they can also capture lessons learned by other
agencies. Such innovative technology may be applied in areas not
directly related to the original intent of .the Federal funding for
these technological innovations. The effort to transfer technological
know-how from the developer to another party, which is commonly
referred to as technology transfer, has been extremely successful
throughout the Federal Government and yet there remains a much
greater potential for applicability of these fruits throughout the
economy. I would also remind everyone that there are many mech
anisms for technology transfer, ranging from cost-shared Federal
and industry research and development to the more directly identi
fiable process where the developer seeks out potential customers
who may not be sure that such technology meets their needs.

It is particularly appropriate that we have this first hearing at
Oak Ridge since it is the unique center for technology transfer
with active programs at ORNL, ORAU, and with.the OSTI func
tions, a major technology transfer tool is also housed here. There
has been considerable interest by the State and other parties in en
hancing the high technology thrust in this region, and it is a
healthy climate to encourage such spinoffs.

In addition to subsidizing programs directly related to transfer
ring technology, the Congress has had a prime legislative objective
directed toward modifying Federal patent policies in such a way as
to assist the agencies and the Federal laboratories in carrying out
these transfer, technology transfer activities. In some cases, these
efforts have been successful, but perhaps in other areas, Federal
patent policy has actually served to deter or to inhibit the effective
use of federally funded technologies in the development of commer
cial products in other segments of our national economy.

It is our intent today to hear the testimony of witnesses who
have strong vested interests in federally sponsored technology
transfer programs and the patent policies and other elements
which comprise the set of Federal tools to carry out these pro
grams. OUr witnesses cover a broad spectrum of economic activity,
ranging from the technology areas funded by the Federal sponsors
of these programs, through the national laboratories who must im
plement and carry out the technology transfer tasks, to the indus
try that stands to gain heavily from successful and well managed
technology transfer activities within the Federal Government.
Moreover, there are many universiti~s who also benefit from and
are involved in such Federal programs. It is my hope; based upon
the information obtained from today's inquiry, our subcommittees
can gain a better insight as to how to proceed to assure that the
Federal Government, the national laboratories, the industries and
our universities can all work jointly to implement strong programs.
These programs should not only provide an important ingredient of
technological innovation to many segments of our-economy, but
their implementation will also allow us to make maximum use of
the technical talents residing in those individuals and employees of
industry and the Federal Government who have made these tech
nological innovations possible.
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Before we hear our first witness, I would like to ask my good
friend, Mr. Walgren, to give his opening statement. Good morning,
Doug. We certainly welcome you to Oak Ridge and .the Third Dis
trict of Tennessee.

[The prepared opening statement of Representative Lloyd fol
lows:]

HON. MARILYN LLOYD'S OPENINUREMARKS-HEARING' ON "TECHNOLOGXTRANSFER
AND PATENTPOUCY: DOE AND OTHERPERSPECTIVES"-JULY 15, 1985

Good Morning. There has been increasing attention over the past several yearsto
.exploring mechanisms fer maximizing the return on the-Federal' Government's In
vestment in R&n Today's hearing is a first step for the ERP Subcommittee in ex
amining the. various options available to the DOE to enhance its ability to transfer
federally-funded technology. Both I and our, Co-Chairman' have beenlona-timeadvo
cates of strong technology transfer 'programs 'within the Federal Government begin
ning with NASA, which was the agency "pioneer" for technology transfer under our
Committee's jurisdiction. My distinguished colleague; Mr. Walgren, approaches this
topic from. a more general perspective across the Federal agencies, and he has been
involved with the other subcommittee chairmen in recent patent policy legislation.

The billions of dollars, which this country spends in its varlous reeearch programs
to develop technologies' for -- applications .to national missions is'_certainly -applicable
to other areas of our economy. as well. In addition to the organic acts creating the
agencies, the Congress has provided _strong legislative incentives, such as the Ste~,
venson-wydler Act, to direct the various mission agencies within the Federal Gov,:
ernment, such as the Department of Energy, NASA and theNational Science Fouri
dation, to carry out vigorous technology transfer programs. Our ultimate aim is to
closely examine the technological innovations resulting .from the research and 'de
velopment programs within each of these agencies and determine their applicability
to solving, problems in areas of our national need. My particular-interests are DOE
and Oak, Ridge, but I would hope that they can also capture "lessons learned" by
other agencies. Such innovative technology may be applied in areas not directly re
lated to the original intent of the Federal funding for-these technological innova
tions. The effort to transfer technological know-how from the developer to another
party, which is commonly referred to as technology transfer, has been extremely
successful throughout the Federal Government and yet there remains a much great
er potential for applicability of'.these fruits throughout the economy. I would also
remind everyone that there are many mechanisms for technology: transfer, ranging
from cost-shared Federal/industry a&D to the more directly identifiable -process
where the developer seeks out potential "customers" who may not be sure that such
technology meets their needs. _ ' __ _, ,,_.

It is particularly appropriate that we have this first hearing at Oak Ridge/since it
is a unique center for technology transfer (T2) with active programs at ORNL and
ORAU, while the OSTI function, a majorT2 tool, is also housed here: There has also
been considerable interest by the State and other parties in enhancing the .high

.,' technology.' thrust in this region and that is a healthy climate 'to encourage, such'
spin-offa; '

In addition to. subsidizing .programs directly- related to transferring technology.,
the Congress has had a prime legislative objective directed towards modifying Fed
eral patent policies in such away as to assist the agencies and the, Federal Iaborato
ries in, carrying out-these technology transfer activities. In some' cases, these efforts
have been successful, but perhaps in other areas, Federal patent policy has' actually
served to deter or 'inhibit -the effective. use of federally-funded, technologies in the
development of commercial products in other segments of our national economy.

It is our intent today to hear the testimony of witnesses Who'have strong. vested
interests in federally-sponsored technology transfer' programs and the patent: poli
ciesand other elements which comprise the set of Federal' "tools" to carry out these..
programs. Our witnesses cover a board spectrum of economic activity, ranging from
the technology areas funded by the Federal sponsors of these programs, through the
national laboratories who must implement and carry out the technology transfer
tasks, to the industry that stands to gain heavily from successful and well-managed
technology transfer _activities within the Federal Government. Moreover, there are
many universities who also benefit from and are involvedin such Federal programs.
It is my, hope that, based-upon the information obtained from .today's inquiry, our
Subcommittees can gain a better insight as to how to, proceed to' assure that the
Federal Government, the national laboratories; the industry: and, our universities
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cal}. all work jointly to implement strong programs. -These programs should not only
provide an important Ingredient of technological, innovation to many segments of
our economyv but their implementation will also allow us to make maximum use of
the technical talents residing in those individuals and employees of industry and
the Federal Government who have made these technological innovations possible.

Before we hear our-first witness, let me ask my friend Mr. Walgren to give his
opening statement. Good morning, Doug, and welcome to Oak Ridge and the Third
District.

Also" the Ranking Republican on our Subcommittee, ,3 good friend and very in,
vclved member, Mr.Sid Morrison is here. I welcomeyou to Oak Ridge and look for-
ward to your statement. .

Mr. W>\q}~pm. Thank you very much, Marilyn. It is really inter
esting and a real privilege to join you in these hearings in Oak
Ridge. I have come from Pittsburgh, PA, and have never been to
Tennessee before, and it is always interesting to go to visit another
Member's district. .

In this case, since the warmth and the supportiveness of the com
munity here for you and measuring that against my own, which we
are always measuring, as people who will run for election some
time soon, I really wish I could change places with you and--

Ms. LLOYD. Well, if the gentleman will yield, I am not in the
mood to change places, but I am sure you are equally welcomed in
your home State.

Mr. WALGREN. I am the chairman of the Science, Research and
Technology Subcommittee, as Mrs. Lloyd is the chairman of the
sister subcommittee in our overall Science and Technology Com
mittee in the Congress. I have served on that committee for the
last 10 years, and only feel that now I am beginning to learn of the
depth of the resources that are available to this country.

In looking back over those years, I especially appreciate the piece
of Oak Ridge that Mrs. Lloyd has brought to Washington and the
appreciation for the science pool that has been built in institution
ally into the memory of the committee over the years by Mrs.
Lloyd. It has also been a real eye-opener for me to work with her
on some very difficult projects, particularly the process of passing a
comprehensive nuclear waste bill.

When I went to the Congress, some of the interests in my com
munity were lamenting the fact that we had no policy in that area
at all. Indeed, most people felt that it was not likely that the Na
tional Government develop a policy for the disposal of the kinds of
nuclear waste which we were generating. But through the focused
pursuit of that issue by Mrs. Lloyd, that certainly has come to be a
reality on the national level. And I learned a lot in that process
from her.

We are now both involved in particularly trying to develop some
clean. coal demonstration uses, something that is very needed in
this country, something that my district will appreciate very much,
as I know will Tennessee. And it looks like we are being successful
in that area, as well.

It is a great pleasure forme to come and join you particularly in
your district because of that history that you and I have had to
gether over those several years. It is also hard, I think, to think of
a more appropriate location than Oak Ridge for our committees to
look at this question of the transfer of technology into the. private
sector, or for the benefit of the private sector, that has developed
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out ofthe massive Federal research effort that we have. The com
mittees .are very aware of the achievements of Oak Ridge National
Laboratory over the years, and in fact in technology transfer Oak
Ridge looms large, particularly within the Department of Energy.
It is my understanding that Oak Ridge accounts for some 70 per
cent of the revenues that are attributable to technology that has
been developed within the Federal research effort and transferred
in one form or another to commercial use. Seventy percent of the
Department of Energy's royalties and the like that come from that
are attributable solely to the effort that has been developed at Oak
Ridge. And when you think of the breadth ofthe National Labora
tory effort, that is quite a testimony to something good that has
happened in this facility. .'.

c This hearing will represent the third day of hearings that my
particular subcommittee has had on the question of technology
transfer. this year. As a Science Policy Subcommittee, we havegen
eral jurisdiction over the policies of the Federal Government that
attempt to encourage transfer and where the origin ofthe original
Stevenson-Wydler Act .and also the reform of the patent law that
we had on the Federal level just last year. So we, as a committee,
are very interested in trying to improve the incentives that lead to
that kind of benefit to society.

We did last year extend contractor ownership of patents to non
profit organizations but not to those run by forprofit organizations
with ~espect to Government-operated, Government-owned contrac
tor-operated laboratories. But the legislative history and our intent
in that process was very clear, in which we specified that· although
'we could not statutorily change the treatment of forprofit GOCO
laboratory situations, we intended the Department of Energy to esc
tablishas uniform a patent policy for these kinds of laboratories as
is permitted by the law. There is. a very wide range of discretion in
the Department of Energyto make the transfer incentives uniform
across the board, regardless of whether it isa profit or a nonprofit
entity that is operating such an entity.

We are looking very much forward to hearing. from the Depart
. ment of Energy to hear what progress they are making in follow
ing that mandate of the Congress,which is to incorporate the
changes. that we 'have made in the patent area and make them as
applicable as possible to. Government-owned and. contraetor-operat
ed laboratories and particularly these.

So,. in bringin~ the staff of the sribcommitteeandmaking a
record here today, we- really feel that we are embarked onimpor
tanto concerns. Knowing the almost, well, the very widespread
impact on local economic development of advances in knowledge
and the. new technologies have a much broader impact on a region,
al· economy than do just one particular entity or one particular
work force, we feel that there is much progressto be made in this
area..The Federal Government is. making' a massive investment
and we want to make. sure that that investment is driven toward
the benefit of the public, region byl"egion, as it possibly can. So, in
bringing. the staff and particularly' in making the record we make
today, we will take back to us. to Washington an ability to examine
and reflect on the comments that are made to the subcommittee in
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this hearing process. And we are very hopeful that something good
and constructive can come from that. . ..

I appreciate the opportunity to be with you, Marylyn, and look
forward to the testimony.

[The prepared opening statement of Representative Walgren fol
lows:]

OPENING: REMARKS OF ·CoNGRESSMAN Doue '\VALGREN: OAk'RIDGE HEARING

It-is a pl~a'suret9 join with my c~lleague,:Congresswoma~ Lloyd in cosponsoring
these hearings on technology transfer. Mrs. -Lloyd over the past decade has been a
tireless 'advocate for the _Oak Ridge area in the Congress and she has made tis _well
aware of the great things this area's unique group of scientists and engineers has to
offer. Mrs. Lloyd is a highly regarded Member of Congress whohas had more than
her share of tough battles to fight. Through it all she has maintained the goodwill
of Members of Congress from both parties. She has shown herself to be an effective
legislator by her hard,work in getting a comprehensive nuclear waste bill enactedva
feat many thought was impossible given the great divisions within the Congress and
the multitude of committees involved in fhe process. More recently, it has been a
pleasure to work- with Mrs, Lloyd to achieve a balanced energy policy for our coun-
try throughthe clean coal initiatives,we'bc:'th.strongly support. ,', '_, ,_0

It is also hard to think, of a more appropriate location than Oak Ridge, Tennessee
to 'continue our' exploration of better ways' to get technology out of the federal lab
oratories and into the marketplace. We are well aware of the tremendous achieve
menta of the Oak-Ridge National-Laboratory over the years and of the superior
manufacturing techniques employed at the Y-12 facility here in Oak Ridge. As one
of the few world-class research operations that is also engaged in ,state. of the. art
manufacturing, I am sure that Oak- Ridge has a lot to teach the' rest of us. Today,
we will talk a' about what legislative arid procedural changes are needed to make
this-happen..• :, ,<:: ,:~; . ,', :"':>'.. ".', ,'.',",

For my subcommittee, this is tll:e:third ~ay of. hearings this year ontechnqlogy
transfer.. VIe have received testimony frorna wide variety of witnesses on proposed,
legislation to extend authority to all government laboratories to enter cooperative
agreements, to institutionalize the federal laboratory consortium, and to- improve
the system-of 'rewarding, inventors who work directly or, indirectly for the federal
government. We may mark up legislation in this area in the Fall.
. My stl,bc:om:rnittee ,also .cor,sidered last, year's reform of federal patent policy,

which extended .contractor ownership of patents to GOCOs operated by non-profit
organizations; but'not to those run by, for-profit organizations.Dur legislative histo
ryis clear that., while we could not get agreement on the specific statutory change
which formally would have changed the patent policy of, Martin Marietta Energy
Systems, we intended DOE to establish as uniform a patent policy for, GOCOs as is
permitted by law: Therefore; as part of this hearing we hope to learn what progress
is being made-In the imprementation 'of this policy in Oak Ridge and, to determine
what further Iegislative changes.df-any might be necessary.

Therefore, ,I look forward to today's .testimony on technology transfer and 'J?atent
policy" and to sharing in the wealth of information on these topics that today s wit
nesses have accumulated.

M~. I,LOYP,,:J'!lank you very much. ... .:
.I might add that I think it .is worthy to notethatMembers of

Congress do make a great deal of personal sacrifice to attend hear
ings such as this across the United States. So, for that reason, I am
even more grateful for Congressman Walgren being here. He has
twin babies that need a lot of support, as well, andalso Congress
man Morrison flew in on the redeye-I am certain many of you are
familiar with that-e-from Washington .St'1-t~. . .,.. . . ..
. We do welcome .our ranking Republican on our subcommittee.
He is certainly a good friend of mineand I have worked very close
ly withhim as well. Mr. Sid Morrison, we certainly welcome you
and)9ok forward to your statement..

M/, MOR)"soN. Thank.youvery much,
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If it is.all right; Madam Chairman, since I think I feeUikeI am
a part of the Oak Ridge family this morning; to put my formal

'statement in the record and let me just make a couple of com
,ments.

Ms..LLOYD. Without objection.
[The 'prepared statement ofRepresentative. Morrison follows:]

OPENING STATEMENT OF THE,HONORABLE-Sm MORRISON, 'DOE TECHNPLOGY TRANSFER
,. AND PATENT,POUCY: JOINT FIELD HEARING IN OAK'RIDGE..c,-JULY 15, 1985

Good. Moniing. Today, our-two Subcommittees will-continue our review; of one of
the mast important-.legislative issues facing our Committee-c-the transfer of technol
ogy from our national laboratories to the private sector. J welcomeall of the wit

. nesses who have joined, us' this morning in Oak Ridge, and I also extend a special
thanks to.my Chairman; the Honorable Marilyn. Lloyd; for actiIlKas our warm host
for this.joint field hearing.

For too-long-we have watched our- substantial Federal investment in research not
be translated into tangiblednnovative developments, in, private" industry. I -have

_', .... , always.marveled at -the ingenuity, sophistication, and creativity.of our national labs.
These elite laboratories-e-particularly the ])epartment of- Energy labs-c-are the,
jewels of our Federal investment in science and technology. We must harness the
outstanding talents and resources of these institutions for the good of the entire
nation.

To achieve this .objective, we must facilitate the' transfer- of technology from the
DOE labs to private enterprise. We must, however.. approach this problem realisti
cally, without compromising the primary Federal R&D missions of the national labs;
"Tech; Transfer" has become a sexy buzz phase which everyone seems' to support,
The time has COrne to translate this very popular concept into concrete action.' I

A major component of technology transfer has become patent policy. The Nation-
.; at laboratories must have sufficient control of the patentsfor, technology develop

mentsconceived in their labs. The Congress and the Administration, have made .aub
stantial progress 'on this front. But besides providing, for' a waiver of government
ownership of patents, we also must give the labs the resources they need to pursue
the development and approval of patents. Other important topics include directpri
vate, sector interaction, royalties, and- other incentives aimed,' at .encouraging the
transfer of innovations from the laboratory to industry. .:. .." .

I look forward to exploring- all of these options' today as, we continue tolay the
foundation for legislative action. Thank-you Madam Chairnian and Chairman Wal~'
gren.

Mr. MORRISON. First of all, an appreciation to you for the hospi
tality that has been shown in meeting an early-morning flight not
too far f~m here.

-Just -to comment in this subject area that, as a relative newcom
er to this committee, I have 'always marveled at the ingenuity, the
sophistication and the creativity of our national labs, and I am
sure Oak Ridge is very muehIn-thecategory. of'providing the inno
vation that America now calls for as more and more of our citizens
talk about high tech and all of these things that have become'popu-
lar buzzwords: .

I appreciate, too, as Congressman Walgren has indicated, the op
portunity to visit Oak Ridge, the beauty ofthearea, the diversity
of the programs that Lunderstand to be here. And Lhave to, just
ona personal note. mention that I was pleased to see a Reactor
Room just down the street a-little ways. It makes me feel almost at
home, since I represent the Hanford area, and people may Occa
sionally give us a bad time. While I wasn't here in time to go into
the Reactor Room, I .understand from my staff-that a chain reaction
ispossible.

I have had the privilege of sitting in with Congressman Walgren
on at least one. of his previous subcommittee hearings on the sub-
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ject of'.technology transfer.From that and from talking with a lot
of people in the area' I represent, I understand some of the difficul
ties that we have. I am eager today to learn more about the compli
cations when you are dealing with a forprofit government contrac
tor as opposed to the nonprofit, which is more familiar in my par-
ticular area. '

I understaJldthat substantial progress has been made in this
whole area in'previous sessions of Congress, and, very frankly, I
look forward to being part of the committee, Speaking for the
members of my side 'of the politican aisle, we want to join you in
whatever can be done in speeding the way for technology transfer
done as it should be done, in fairness to America's taxpayers. And
so I look forward to the session that you have 'set up today.
Th~k you very mllch., , ,_,' """ "
Ms. LwYD. Thank you very much. And at this point, I would like

to ask unanimous consent of the subcommittee to permit today's
hearings to be recorded and covered by the media as well as other
persons. , , ' ",_ '

Without objection, so ordered.
Weare, ready now to hear from our witnesses, And I would like

to state for the record that their complete written statements will
be made part of'the official hearings. And we have asked our wit
nesses to. summarize their remarks in their oral presentations
today if they so desire.

Our first witnesses this morning are from the Department of En:
ergy's headquarters in Washington. Ms. Antoinette Grayson Joseph
is the Director, Office of Field Operations .Management, and Mr.
Richard Constant is Assistant Genera! Counsel for Patents. We
very much-appreciate both of you making this trip to Oak Ridge
today. We look forward to your testimony. Ms. .:Joseph, you may
proceed at this.time. .

STATEMENT OF ANTOINETTE .GRAYSON JOSEl'H, DI~ECTOR OF
FIELD .OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT, OFFICE OF ENERGY RE
SEARCH, DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

Ms. JOSEPH. Thank you.
Madam Chair.iMr. Chairman, and Congressman Morrison, I am

pleased to appear before you today to discuss the Department of
Energy's technology-transfer-pohcies and to present myviewof
how these policies have affected DOE laboratory technology trans-
fer programs. .

The laboratories and technology centers of the Department of
Energy are a major part of the' U.S. technology base. Over the
years, .thetechnology generated in mission areas of the Depart
ment of Energy has been reapplied by industry for use incommer
Cia! products and processes. Nuclear- power, nuclear medicine; radi
ation processing, ion implantation, materials science advances.flu
idized bed combustion, and supercomputers are but a few of the ex
tensivetechnology transfers that have come about asa result of re
search and development sponsored by the Department of Energy,
Oak Ridge Nationa! Laboratory is a leader in this area. .

We have encouraged the transfer of research and development
from these institutions to the private sector. Our Government lab'
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oratories are encouraged to support the broader effort to improve
technology transfer, to, U.S. industry by identifying appropriate lab,
oratory technology; identifying and informing interested firms or
investors; and supporting, by making laboratory facilities and staff
available to industry, those developmental efforts necessary to corn
mercialize spinoff technology.

You will hear from Bill Carpenter. in some detail. about the
recent success of Martin Marietta in these areas, including the new
technology exchange research .program initiatives funded by the
Office of Energy Research. So I will not go into those. atthis point.

The Department of Energy R&D Laboratory Technology Transfer
Program is managed by.the Office of Energy Research and was im
plemented in response to the Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innova
tion Act. The program establishes the institutional policy and the
framework for technology transfer to the domestic, public, and pri
vate sectors. Each laboratory has full flexibility to implement the
activities in the most suitable fashion for its own mission and orga
nizational circumstances.

The overall purpose of the technology transfer program, as you
stated, is to facilitate improved utilization by State and local gov
ernments and the private sector of federally funded technology de
velopments. in order to strengthen the U.S. industrial base and our
competitive position in the· international marketplace.

The DOE policy is established by a Departmental Order which
reflects the intent of the legislation that technology transfer be in
tegrated into the operation of each R&D laboratory. The Secretary
of Energy has said that a fundamental role of the laboratories is to
provide the technology they develop to the public and private sec
tors and to facilitate cooperation between the national laboratories
and industry. In order to improve on our technology transfer ef
forts, the Department continues to address potential improvements
and policies relating to work for others, patent licensing, and in
centives to technology transfer. The laboratories are encouraged to
propose new initiatives to facilitate spinoff of technology developed
at the laboratory to domestic industry and to improve the technolo
gy transfer process itself. Bill Carpenter will also report on some
successful ORNL programs in this area, funded by the Office of
Energy Research.

Each laboratory is required to establish an Office of Research
and Technology Applications. Under John Foderstone, the ORTA
at ORNL has enhanced the person-to-person interactions between
laboratory researchers and potential public and private users of
the technology which we believe are the key to the program's ap
proach.

Consistent with the intent of Public Law 96-480, the Department
publishes the Research and Development Laboratory Technology
Transfer Program Annual Report. This publication, essentially a
compilation of laboratory technology transfer reports to DOE, sum
marizes the highlights of technology transfer activity at the major
Department laboratories, Recent examples of technical benefits of
the energy programs range from the commercial development of
thin-film photovoltaic cells to better technology for treating indus
trial and municipal waste.
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The report lists technology applications, assessments, and techni
cal information Energygrams by laboratory, and provides a listing
of laboratory' program contact personnel. I would like to provide
our most recent copy for the record, along with a copy of the User's
Guide to DOE facilities. These user facilities are an important
mechanism for cooperative R&D and associated technology transfer
at Oak Ridge National Laboratory and at our other major laborato
ries across the Nation.

Ms. LLOYD. Without objection, it will be included.
[The information follows:]
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INSERT to TRANSCRIPT OF JULY 15 HEARING ON TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ANO PATENT POLICY
SPEAKER: MS. JOSEPH

The estimated data below is for the nine DOE multiprogram national laboratories
and should be considered preliminary.

105

125

10070

50

55

FY 1982 FY 1985

User Facilities Companies
Represented*

Technology Transfer Work,shOps
Number '" , '.

Joint Projects
Number

Department of Energy (DOE) Multiprogram
National laboratories

Tec~nology Transfer Indicators

Thela,ppra:tories inc1u~e_~ tn me o,survey.are:Argonne National Laboratory.;,
Brookhaven National Laboratory. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, los Alamos
National 'tabtir,atory,: 'Tawrenc'e- Ltvermore Nat.tona1 Labora"tofY~:-Oak Ridg~'~ational

Laboratory. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,-' and Sandia National Laboratories.

~A :~Opy:oft'rends on vis ;~.ors}rom 1981 to 1985 at user fac; 1ities from
Brcokheven.Nat tona'l Leboretotvts 'also enclosed as a specific example for
your information.

Industrial Consulting by LabOratory
Staff "\'
Number

Companies Started bY;Labo;ato~y
',PersonneJ and/or Based on Spin-off-or :L~boratory Technology
Number <

540

11

810



VII. En'ERHAL INTERAClIONS

LABORATORY COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH CENTERS

User FacUities

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985
AlternatinsGradient Synchrotron

. Number of Users 157 245 309 324 335
BNL 50 72 77 47 76
Visitors 107 173 232 277 259

%Use
BNL 31 29 25 15 23

'" Visitors 69 71 75 85 77

Total Operating Costs ($M) 25.5 24.2 30.4 34.1 36.1

Tandem Van de Gruff

Number of Users 116 133 109 115 55
BNL 22 22 20 18 11
Visitors 94 111 89 97 44

%Use
BNL 56 55 49 43 25
Visitors 44 45 51 57 75

Total Operating Costs ($M) 1.7 1.8 1.5 1.5 1.5

Hlgh Flux Beam Reactor

Number of Users 211 203 202 240 235
BNL 44 42 35 34 35
Visitors 167 161 167 206 200

%Use
BNL 42 43 48 45 42
Visitors 58 57 52 55 58

Total Operating Costs ($M) 4.1 4.7 5.8 6.5 8.0

National Synchrotron Light Source

Number of Users -- 57 90 137 300
8NL -- 16 21 35 50
Visitors - 41 69 102 250

%Use
BNL -- 28 23 26 25
Visitors - - 72 77 74 75

Total Operating Costs ($M) -- 7.4 9.7 11.9 14.45

0,·

s
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1981 1982 1983 1984 1985
Scanning Transmission Electron Microscope

Number of Users 24 24 26 42 46
BNL 5 4 6 8 8
V·ieitors 19 20 20 34 34

% Use
BNL 35 A3 38 40 40
Visitors 65 57 62 60 60

Total Operating Costs ($M) 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5
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Ms. JOSEPH. Thank you.
Technology transfer is difficult at best, as many people with ex

perience both from the industrial and laboratory sectors have
noted. Roland Schmitt, who is senior vice president of corporate
R&D at General Electric, has made the point that technology
transfer is really a misnomer; it is really technology teamworkbe
tween R&D organizations and it needs to start early on and contin
ue long after the first innovation. From-the first year's experience
with Martin Marietta, I think they understand this concept totally.

Given recent policy incentives from headquarters, there is grow
ing movement in our laboratories toward increased interaction
with industry and universities in the transfer of our, .technology to
the domestic economy. The Department will continue to support in
novative technology transfer programs and to encourage our lab
oratories to stimulate the invention, patenting, and,transferring of
unclassified new technology. Therefore, I believe this positive trend
will continue.

I would be pleased to try to answer any questions you may have.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Joseph follows:]

e
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ANTOINETTE GRAYSON JOSEPH

Introduction

Mr. Chairma~ and members of the Subcommittee. I am pleased to appear

before you today to discuss the Department of Energy's (DOE) technology

transfer policies and to present my view of how these policies have

affected DOE laboratory technology transfer programs.

Department of Energy Efforts

The laboratories Bnd technology centers of the Department of Energy

are a major part of the U.S. technology base. Over the years; the

technology generated in mission areas of the Department of Energy has

been reapplied by industry for uaein commercial products and processes.

Nuclear power, nuclear medicine, radiation processing, ion implantation,

materials advances, fluidized bed coal combustion. and supercomputers

are but a few of the extensive technology transfers that have come

about as a result of research and development sponsored by the

Department. :f

We have encouraged the transfer of research and development from these

institutions to the private sector. The researchers in our laboratories

have a natural motivation to see their discoveries utilized for the

national good. The key to our technology transfer policy and program is

person-to-person interactions between our laboratory researchers and

industry counterparts. Success also lies in American industry's

motivation to obtain Government-developed technology from the labora

tories. The Department has established technology transfer as a
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vitallyi!Ilportant eeccndary role-,of the .Labornt.or-Les which s_h!'.ul~be

imp~emented SO_8S to reinforce th~,primary_laboratory~esearchand·

developmen~ miss~ons.

Our Government laboratories are encouraged to support the

broader effort to improve technology transfer to U.S. industry by:

o identifying appropriate laboratory technology;

o identifying and informing interested firms or investors; and

o supporting, by making laboratory facilities and staff available to

industry, developmental efforts to commercialize spin-off technology.

The DOE R&D Laboratory Technology Transfer Program, managed by

the Office of Energy Research. was implemented in response to the

Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act (P.L. 96-480). The

program e~tablishes the institutional policy and framework for technology

transfer to the domestic public and private sectors. Each laboratory

has full flexibility to implement the activities in the most suitable

fashion for its own mission and organizational circumstances.

The overall purpose of the technology transfer--program is to

facilitate improved utilization by State and locaL- governments and the

private sector of federally-funded technology developments in order to

strengthen the United States industrial base and competitive position

in the international marketplace.
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The -DOE policy da-ee tab.l.Lsbed by a Departmental -Drder which"reflects

the dntentrof tbe" legislation that technology transfer be integrated into

the operations of each R&D laboratory. The- Order, DOE 5800.1 (Research

"and Development Laboratory Technology Transfer Program). states: "It is DOE

policy that' technology. transfer activities as required by Public Law 96-480

are legitimate functions of the R&D laboratorieS and will be conducted.

8S appropriate, at those laboratories specified in this Order." The Order

details the objectives of the program, the responsibilities snd authorities

of relevant Departmental elements, and requires a technology transfer report

each year. from participating laboratories to communicate achievements and

identify issues.

The Secretary of Energy has said that a fundamental role of the

laboratories is to provide the technology they developed to the public

and private sectors and facilitate cooperation between the national

laboratories and industry. Providing technology transfer does not

imply a change in the primary program mission nature of the labo

ratories but complements their technology development programs and

facilitates use of· the; product of these programs by their spin-off to

our national industrial base.

In order to advance the DOE technology transfer program, the

Department and the laboratories must seek means of improving the

transfer of technology from Government-sponsored R&D programs.



Therefore, the Department continues to a~dress i~provements.i~policies

relating to work for .others, patent licensing, snd incentives to technology

transfer. The laboratories are encouraged to propose new initiatives

to facilitate spin-off of technology developed at the laboratory to~omestic

industry and to improve the~~chnolpgy transfer process itself.

Offices of Research and Technology Applications

Each laboratory is" required to establish an Office 'of' iesearch and

Technology"Applications (ORTA). In laboratories with budgets over

$20 million/year, the ORTA is staffed by a full-time professional. Small

laboratories may add the ORTA function to an 'existing position. In any

event, the person-to-person interactions between laboi~tory researchers

and potential public and private' users of the technology are the key to

the program's approach. In general, the ORTA:

o Provides a centraf coordination point, in the Jaboratory, for

technology, transfer;

o P~~vides support, to technplogy transfer activitie~ of the laboratpry's

scientific departments;

o Identifies opportunitiest:o,.improve the t echuoLog'y .transfer. process and

to encour-age spin-off of technology developed at the, laborat:0ry;

o Facilitates, one-on-one. interaction between laboratory scientific

personn~l a~dt~chnology recipient~;
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o Disseminates· information on laboratory technology having

potential application in private industry or State and local

governments;

b Ensures that Application Assessment Records are prepared for

research projects with potential for application in State or

local governments, or private industry;

o Cooperates with Government information clearinghouses that link

the laboratory, the Federal Government, and potential users in

State and local governments and private industry;

o Provides technical assistance in response to requests from

State and local government officials; and

o Prepares Laboratory Technology Transfer Annual Report.

Application Assessment Records

The .ApplicatioriAssessment Records provide a standardized format

for reporting information about laboratory R&D with potential for appli

cation in other sectors and meet the legislation;requirement that labo

ratories report on technologies which they identify as' having potential

for application in private industry or State and local governments.

The ORTA, sends completed Application Assessments to the DOE Office of

Scientific and Technical'Information. That office incorporates the

information in DOE data bases. publishes it in the DOE Energygram series 3

and transmits it to the National ' Technical Information Service,for

further dissemination.
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DOE R&D Laboratory Technology Transfer Program Annual Report

Consistent with the intent of P.L. 96~480. the Department publishes

the Research ~nd_Development Laboratory T~chnology Transfer ~rogram

Annual Report. This publication, essentiallY,a compilation of laboratory

technology transfer reports to DOE. summarizes the highlights of technology

transfer activity at the major·Department laboratories. lists technology

application assessments and technical information Energygrams by laboratory,

and provides a listing of laboratory program contact personnel.

Conclusion

Technology transfer is difficult at best. aa many people with experience

both from the industrial and laboratory sectors have noted. Roland Schmitt.

Senior Vice President, Corporate Research- and Development, General Electric

Company, has made the point that "technology transfer" is a misnomer--it is

really "technology teamwork" between R&D organizations and it needs to

start early on and continue long after the first innovation. Abdus Salam.

Director of the International Center for Theoretical Physics in Trieste.

has emphasized the importance of "science transfer." These statements

emphasize person-to-person interactions between laboratory scientists

and their industry counterparts. Our policies emphasize the same

person-to-person interactions.

Given recent policy incentives from Headquarters, there is growing

movement in our laboratories toward increased interaction with industry

and universities in the transfer of our technology to the domestic
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economy. The Department will continue to support irinovativetechnology~

transfer programs and encourage- our laboratories to stimulate the

invention, patenting, snd transferring of unclassified new technology.

Therefore. I believe this positive trend will continue.

I would be pleased to answer any questions you may have.
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Ms. LLOYD. Thank you very much, Ms. Joseph.
.Mr. Constant, you may-proceed with your statement, and your

complete remarks will be made a part of the record; so you may
summarize as you wish. .

STATEMENT .OF RICHARD E. CONSTANT, ASSISTANT GENERAL
COUNSEL FOR PATENTS,: DEPARTMENT OF ENE!tGY

Mr. CONSTANT. Thank you. Madam Chair, Mr. Chairman, Con
gressmanMorrison, Lwill present my prepared statement first and
then Ms. Joseph and I will be available to answer any questions.

In order to use the patent system to promote utilization of inven
tions ·arising from federally supported research or development,
Public Law 96-517, enacted in 1980, provided that nonprofit organi
zations or small businesses may elect to retain title to subject in
ventions made under funding agreements with the Government.
However; the.law provided exemptions to this approach for funding
agreements for the operation of Government-owned research or
production facilities, referred to as GOCO's, or in exceptionalcir
cumstances when it is determined that restriction or elimination of
the right-to retain title will better promote the policy and objec
tives of the act.

Public Law 98-620, enacted in late 1984, amended Public Law
96-517. by modifying the exemption for GOCO facilities. It limits
the exemption to DOE facilities primarily dedicated to naval nucle
ar propulsion or weapons related activities, and then further limits
the exemption to. inventions occurring under these specific pro
grams at those facilities. The exemption for exceptional circum
stances remains in the amended act.

Under the provisions of Public Law 98-620, to be implemented by
regulations being written by the Department of Commerce, GOCO
facility operators which are nonprofit organizations or small busi
nesses will be permitted to retain. ownership of inventions made by
personnel of the facilities they manage and operate, unless the con
tract or invention in question falls within one. of the exemptions
provided in the statute.

The exemptions described above are enumerated in section 202(a)
of the law and include cases in which a determination. of exception,
al circumstances has been made. The Department has made excep
tional Circumstances determinations for uranium enrichment, for
civilian radioactive waste and spent fuel storage and: disposal, and
for all classified subject matter and unclassified but sensitive sub
ject matter. In accordance with the provisions of the law excep
tions will also be made for work covered by international agree
ments.

The regulations being Written by the Commerce Department are
expected to cover DOE's use of the exemptions for GOCO facilities
primarily dedicated to the weapons related and naval nuclear pro
pulsion programs of DOE. According to the draft regulations made
available to DOE, nonprofit and small business operators of such
facilities would be permitted to retain ownership of inventions
made at these facilities occurring outside the weapons and naval
nuclear propulsion programs. Inventions occurring in these pro
grams would be owned by the Government. However, the facility
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operator could request waivers for these latter inventions on. a
case-by-case basis, consistent with current policy. Rights to inven
tions for. for-profit. contractors. are still determined by the provi
sions of section 152 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 and by sec
tion 9 of the Federal Nonnuclear Research and Development Act of
1974. Under these provisions, title to inventions arising under con
tracts with for-profit contractors vests with the Government unless
waived. The Department policy is to allow contractors to retain
title to inventions to the maximum extent possible, consistent with
the President's memorandum on patent policy, applicable statutory
authority and mission requirements.

The Department intends to pursue. a series of class waivers cov
ering different contractual situations. These class waivers will
permit the for-profit contractor to elect to retain rights to inven
tions arising under its contract in which the contractor has a com"
mercial interest. The contractor, in order to qualify for the waiver,
will have to exhibit a serious intention to develop the invention to
the point of practical application either by the contractor or by its
licensee. Exceptions to these waivers will fall into the areas of ex
ceptional circumstances, weapons-related and naval nuclear propul
sion technologies and work covered by international agreements.

As an example of the Department's activities in licensing and
waivers over the last few years, I have put together, from a cursory
review of our files, a few statistics that may be of interest. The De
partment has granted 47 nonexclusive patent licenses and 19 exclu
sive patent licenses in the last 4 years. The Department has also
waived 220 identified inventions in the same period to its contrac
tors for use in their commercialization efforts. Also, in the last 4
years, the Department has waived at the time of contracting all in
ventions arising under 110 contracts to encourage commercializa
tion of contract efforts by the contractor. In other words, for the
fiscal years 1981 to 1984 the Department retained title to a total of
about 1,400 U.S. patent applications filed on its behalf and waived
rights to its contractors to at least 600 U.S. patent applications
filed on their behalf. That means that about one out of every three
inventions arising under DOE Contracts, in which the Government
normally would have retained title to the inventions and which
have resulted in filing of patent applications, have been waived to
the contractor. These numbers do not take into account patent ap
plications filed by small business and nonprofit contractors who re
tained rights under Public Law 96-517. Also, the patent rights to
which DOE retained ownership are available to the public for li
censing under the authority of 35 U.S.C. 207.

If I can answer any questions related to these matters, I would
be pleased to do so.

[Theprepared statement of Mr. Constant follows.]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF RICHARD E. CoNSTANT

In order.,t.o. .use t!)~ patent system.-to, promote. ,utilization' of

inventions arising from federally supported research or

deve19P~Emt, PUb.~_, L,. __ .9.6""7?17,enacted in ,1980, provides ,that

nonproJit: organizaJ.ions~r_ sIn?ll. bue Ineeses may elect:-.to retain~

t1,t1e to suJjject., inyentions,m<ide -unde:r;fundingagreements wi,th

the covernmene ; ~ow~ver_,. ,th.El' ,law provides. .exempbdons to' this

approach for ~unding:.agreements,~.or_the operation of·

Government-owned, research or,. production facilities" (GOCO I s l or in

"exceptional circumstances_~,when it Ls. determined that

restrict';on,or eJ,.imination of the.rightt.o retain title will

better promote the policy and ~bje~tiv~s,of ~heAct.

P'7b,l~c La~ 9876~O, enac;:ted in latel9.fJ4;amended"Pub.""L.'

96-517 by mod~,fyinq~he,exempt;i.on for "@pCO"facilities" It

limits the7xemp~ion to DOE facilities primarily dedicated to

naval nuclearpropulsioIlor weapons related :activities '0' and tihen-.

further lill:"itS.,the -"exemption" tq inventions, .occur-rdnq.cundex

specific programs,,' at,,:those, ,faciliti~s. The ,exemption for""

"exceptional, ,ci:-rcUlll~tallcE!sn-_:r~ma~Jls" in. .tihe amended A<;:t.

Under .t.he provisiqns of P~1?lic .L~"',;,9.8-620! to be implemented:

bY; r,~gulatioJ:ls. _be~ng ,written, by the Depa.rtment-:9fCommeJ;'ce; ,

"GOCO" fac:ilitY,9Pe:ratorILwhic~ .axe nonprqfit,::organizations or

small businesses will be permitted to retain ownersb~p'of

inventions made by personnel of the facilities they manage and
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operate,-unless_the contract or invention in question falls

within one of the ,exemptions ,provided in the statute.

The 'exemptions. described 'above are enumerated 'in section

202(a) of-the' law and .include cases in-whicha'determination of

exceptionaL'circumstances has been made. The- Department has made

"exceptional circumstances" determinations for uranium

enrichment, forO, civilian radioactive waste and spent fuel storage"

and disposal, and for all classified stibjectmatter and

unclassified but sensitive subject matter. In accordance with

,p~ovisions'ofjthelaWiexceptions .will also be made for work

covered by international agreements.

The, regulations being written by'theCommerce Department are

expected to cover DOEl s use of the exemption for "Goed"

facilitiesprlmarily dedicated to the weapons related and navar"

nuclearpropulsi?n programs of DOE. According to the draft

regulations made available to DOE, nonprofit and small business

operators of such facilities would be permitted to ' retain

ownership of "inventions made at these facilities occurring

outside the weapons 'and naval nuclear propulsion programs.

Inventions occurring ,in these programswotild be owned by the

Government. HowevEir, thefacility dperator' could 'reqUest 'waivers

for these latter inventions on acase-by-case basis, consistent

with current 'policy.
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The Pepartrnentin~ends to pursue a series' of class'waivers

covering different contractual situations. These class waivers

will p~rIll_it the contractor to _elect to xeeef.n- rights to

inventions arising ..:t;lll,der its contract in,.which-thecontract'6r has

a commercial interest • The contractor, in order .tio quali-fy for

the waiver, will have to exhibit a serious intention to develop

the invention to the point."ofpractical application; either by 'the

contractor or by its licensee. Exceptions.. to.these waivers will

fall into the areas of exceptional circumstances, weapons-related

and naval nuclear propulsion technologies and work covered by

international agreements.

As an example of the Department's activities in licensing

and waivers over the last few years, I have put together, from a

cursory review of our files, a few statistics that may be of

interest. The Department has granted 47 nonexclusive patent

licenses and 19 exclusive patent licenses in the last 4 years.

The Department has also waived 220 identified inventions in the

same period to its contractors for use in their commercialization

efforts. Also, in the last 4 years, the Department has waived at

the time of contracting all inventions arising under 110

contracts to encourage commercialization of contract efforts by

the contractor. In other words, for fiscal years 1981-1984 the

Department retained title to a total of 1,399 U.S. patent

applications filed on its behalf and waived rights to its

contractors to at least 605 U.S. patent applications filed on
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their behalf • These numbers' donat'take into account patent

applic,ations filedby'sinalL business and nonprofit contractors

who retained rights under 35 U.S.C. 202. The patent rights to

which DOE retainedbwnership are available to the public for

licensing under the authority of 35 U.S.C. 207.

If I ~can answer any questions related tbthese matters, I

would be pleased to do so.
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Ms. LLOYD. Thank you very much, Mr. Constant.
You both gave very enlightening testimony.
Ms. Joseph, you stated in your conclusion thattechnology trans

fer is difficult, at best. What has been the total dollar investment
by the Department to meet the requirements, of the, Stevenson
Wydler Act in ourtechnology-transfer-related activities at the, labo
ratory? Do you have a figure that you could use?

Ms. JOSEPH. What we have done is ensured that the requirement
in the Stevenson-Wydler Act, one-half Of I percent on technology
transfer, is indeed clearly'expended on, those kinds of activities,
which, to be honest, a total dollar level that looks very accurate
would be hard to come by. The w!1y the Department of Energy op
erates in technology transfer in the program responsibility at, say,
the Fusion Program Level, or the Fission Program, Level, and there
are dollars that are spent as a natural program development ex
penditure that would have to be, taken out of the program dollars
to calculate quote-e-technology-transfer true expense. We haven't
tried to do that because those things that are clearly technology,
transfer do go far beyond the one-half of I percent expenditure re-,

.quirement. .
Ms. LLOYD. I didn't really feel Iike you could give me a dollar esc

timate, but I was looking for some general figure. .
What efforts have been made to really determine the economic

benefits from the technology transfer from the national laborato
ries?

Ms. JOSEPH. One of the efforts that is underway is to put a panel
together, some people from the National Academy of Sciences, to
look at this question based on the, questions we get at congressional
hearings on the, appropriations, because of the difficulty of explain
ing how basic research, for example, is something that can be
translated into a product that the private sector ultimately benefits
from, The examples that we have from the early days of the
Atomic Energy Commission are obvious ..Nuclear power came from
the early basic research. In the early, days of the Atomic Energy
Commission, the whole:huclear medicine application field, which
someone, estimates is over $8 billion now as a commercial enter
prise, came out of that nuclear research. Those kinds of things are
being looked at in this study to determine whether or not you can
put that kind of conclusion on tech transfer from these research ef
forts. The problem,of course, is that there is a lot of other interac
tion before it actually becomes R' product. Andthe difference be
tween the applied part Of it and the actual part of the process that
the private sector does is the part that is hard to calculate. What
we'll be showing is the impact of basic researcho:h the final prod
uct in the marketplace.

.Ms. LLOYD. You build on your base as you progress in develop
ment of the technology-'-

Ms. JOSEPH. It's really-----
Ms. LLOYD [continuing]. Certainly can't really quantify it to that

degree. " .
The other DOE agencies, for example, the, Office of Nuclear

Energy Programs, support the technology-transfer programs. How
well do you work with the other offices in coordinating activities?

54-2800'- 86 - 2
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Ms. JOSEPH. In coordinating activities with the other offices, very
well. I think the special aspect of the Department of Energy is the
integration of these programs that can take place in theIaborato
ry. You have a laboratory like Oak Ridge National Laboratory that
serves all the program activities of the Department of Energy, and
has a central activity related to technology transfer that promotes
transfer of the result from all of those programs to the market
place. And so we work with the program planners at headquarters
and we work with implementors at the. laboratories.

Ms. LLOYD. Well, you really led me into the final question lwant
to ask you: What progress is being made to really coordinate and
implement the programs here at the Oak Ridge National Laborato
ry in technology transfer? Are we movingin that direction since so
much is done here in Oak Ridge?

Ms. JOSEJ?H. I think that the progress in tech transfer has been
accelerated with the change of contractor to Martin Marietta. I
think Martin Marietta as exemplified in the contract itself has a
very strong commitment to tech transfer, and it is part of the de
terminati?n of the management fee that will go to Martill Marietta
in terms of their success in the technol0EY:' transfer. So you have a
double incentive at Oak Ridge that doesn t exist at all of the other
laboratories. And I think that it is already reflected in the. results
ranging from the number of IR 100 awards that Oak Ridge Nation
al Laboratory has won, to the numbers of patents that they have
identified that they are interested in commercially.:

Ms. LLOYD. Ms. Joseph, do you think some of the bills that have
been introduced this year, if they should happen to become law
there are som,>'variations but basically they have one major
thrust-do you think this would help to implement technology
transfer and profit GOCO's, such as Oak Ridge?

Ms. JOSEPH. My personal opinion is that additional legislation is
not required. I think that statutory opportunities are· there and it
is DOW a matter of implementing those ina fulsome way and speed
ing up some of the processes that exist.

Ms. LLOYD..In other words, Sou think that right nowwe need to
be busy complying with the laws that we have instead of trying to
formulate new.. laws?

Ms•. JOSEI'H. And as .abureaucrat, I appreciate some of the flexi
bility we can give the laboratories to tailorimplementation to their
own circumstances as compared to additional laws that might be
very good at spelling out-broadly what should be. done, but it gets
into too much detailat the implementation part that.actually~..,.,..

Ms. LLOYD. It really stifles.innovation, in Congress.
Ms, JOSEPH,Exactly. . .
Ms. LLOYD.·'I:'hank you very.much.
Mr. Constant, in looking over your statement, on page 2, you are

talking about .the exemptions enumerated in section 202(a) of the
law. It includes cases in which a determination ofexceptionalcir
cumstances has been made. Would you interpret this to mean that
we could consider it exceptional circumstances to really study and
make an: evaluation of the transfer of technology such as the spin"
offs)IJ. our AGQ.Program here? .' .... '. '.
0l\1r. CONSTANT. The exceptional circumstances described is for

uranium enrichment and would' be broad enough to coyer the gas
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centrifuge.. We do-c-which would except them from retaining rights
under any class waiver, that we would propose. However, any in
ventions that come under any exceptional circumstance are avail
able to contractors through our normal waiver .process for them to
retain rights. And under our proposed class waiver, they will be en
abled to request rights for fields of use that are outside of uranium
enrichment under the class waiver,

Ms. LLOYD. For instance, through the.spinoff of such technologies
as biomedical research or SDI Programs?

Mr. CO!'!STANT. Yes. They would be able to qualify under the
class waiver to receive rights for those types of activities that are,
outside of uranium enrichment itself.

Ms. LLOYD,. Very good. ,
It has been about ayear and a-half-now since the Department-of

Energy began to negotiate class waivers with Martin Marietta
energy systems; I was wondering if you could give us the status of
these negotiations, Mr. Constant?

Mr. CONSTANT. Probably. It is unfortunate that it has taken us
this long. It isa matter-s-a lot of'it can be laid probably to the cir
cumstances and timing. The advance, Martin Marietta originally
asked for an' advance waiver under our authorities of section 9 of
the Federal Non-Nuclear Research and Development Act and
under section 152 of the Atomic Energy Act. We are progressing
well along on .that,. When the Public Law 98-620 was passed in the
fall, when that· law was passed; the Department, in order to main
tain uniformity in its patent policy, initiated an internal review of
its patent policy to assure that such uniformity continued under
the new situation. That work was completed in February and, since
then, we have, been awaiting the Commerce regulations on how
they want us to implement the existing legislation so that we can
incorporate that into our policy and provide uniformity in how we
approach Martin Marietta in our class waivers.

Ms. LLOYD. The Department of Commerce has not issued their
regulations at this time, but if they should issue their regulations
within 1 month and if Martin Marietta negotiates in good faith,
how long do you think -it would take before the Oak Ridge class
waivers could take effect? '

Mr. CONSTANT. The class waivers themselves are under review
within the Department now. We're not waiting for the regulations
to come out to continue our review. 1 would expect that within sev
eral months at the most, after the issuance of the Commerce regs,
we should be able to go forward with the request waivers,ensuring
that uniformity continues.

Ms. LLOYD. What do you think is the toughest outstanding issue
right now? ,

Mr. CONSTANT. The toughest, there are a series of toughest. The
toughest issue, I suppose; in rnany respects would be agency and
possibly with the program people. And Mrs. Joseph could probably
respond to that. Maybe in the area ofthe unknowns as to the possi
ble liabilities that the Government may be subjected to by its con
tractors entering into licensing agreements." Since, under our
GOCO system, the Government 'absorbs all the costs that the con
tractor may incur, including most liability costs, it is possible that
we may be, subjected to those liability costs under these licensing
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activities, and the Agency has,to deal with that issue andhow to
approach that.

.Ms.: LLOYD. That is certainly a major, current consideration.
One final question for you,Mr.Constant. Congressman Fuqua,in

his Congressional Record explanation of the GOCO,provisions in
last year's patent bill stated as follows, I would like to read it:
While those laboratories such as Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
which are run, for the Government by large companies are not for
mally covered by this section, it ishopedthat the Department of
Energy; using, Federal Non-Nuclear Act 'authority will develop a
standard patent policy; consistent with this title for all its GOCO
facilities.

I just wanted to ask you what problems, if any, do you see in ex
tending this provision to Martin Marietta Energy Systems:

Mr. CONSTANT. The problems are more into the, area of the Im
plementation than to the-e-wehavethe same problems with Martin
Marietta as we have with our nonprofit GOCO'sin the areas of
conflicts, of interest and in assuring that there are not conflicts of
interest arising from such activities, maintaining some control over
the costs that might be-the Government may incur not only liabil
ity costs, but also consideration of patenting and licensing costs,
and also assuring that the commercial activities do not impact on
the ability of the Agency to continue carrying out its mission re
sponsibilities and ensuring the free flow of information from one
lab to another.

Most of our GOCO'sin performing their work cooperate with
other GOCO's in performing the same mission type of activities.

Ms. LLOYD. But isn't that true that Oak Ridge has the same-I
mean, that works both ways. Oak Ridge works with other laborato
ries--· .

Mr. CONSTANOT. Yes.
Ms. LLOYD [continuing]. That are nonprofit.
Thank you very much.
Would you like to comment further on that, Ms. Joseph?
[\If,. JOSEPH. No, I agree. From a program standpoint those are

the issues, and the conflict of interest one is (me that is either in
dustrial or the not for profits, that the Department has to take into
consideration, how it ensures that with laboratories that are a very
important part of our program planning, as wellas the implemen
tation, ,how to, ensure that conflict of interest as it relates to the
patents doesn't impinge on the kind of advice that we get and take.

Ms. LLOYD. Thank you. '
Mr. Morrison?
Mr. MORRISON. Mr. Constant, you mentioned the regulations the

Department of Commerce is working on. Do you have any idea on
the timing on when those can be fmalized?
"Mr.'CoNsTANT. No,I.don't.
Originally,they were hoping to get them out out in the early

part of July. The last I spoke to them, which is about a week ago,
they couldn't give me any estimate of the date.

Mr. MORRISON. So, they are making progress?
Mr. CONSTANT. Yes, they-are. They are reviewing the comments

that our Agency, as well as other agencies and the public have pro-
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vided and looking at what revisions they should make in the origi
nal proposed draft.

Mr. MORRISON.. Rather than a number of detailed questions for
either or both of you, I guess as I begin to understand some of the
difficulties associated with technology transfer, I get the impression
that even once all systems, when all systems are go, there is no
question as far as proceeding with a good idea and developing it for
applications somewhere, that the time, the expense and the diffi
culty of getting the patent plus the even greater difficulty. then of
making the huge step up into actual "here it is, world, bring your
money"-what seems to be the best technique, in your eyes, to
squeeze this technology on up into the' sector where someone else
will provide the. financing, at a very low rate, as I understand, of
good ideas that actually are latched onto by someone to the point
of developing them and making them available?

Mr. CONSTANT. In terms of patenting, the percentages are quite
low. In terms of inventions that are patented that actually reach
the commercial market and the real income that is received from it
is quite.low,as I understand it from most studies that are made on
the subject.

Mr. MORRISON. Is this because the ideas are not that good or just
that they have not been presented properly?

Mr. CONSTANT. It is not that. It may be that there .is already
something on the market that does it just as well or is not as ex
pensive, or maybe it is not quite as good, but the new one may cost
too much money to get it on the market. It is a very complex sub
ject, to get from invention to commercialization. I know, reading
some testimony recently made by-I think it was Battelle North
west Laboratories, they indicated that it takes some 7 years to get
from the point of invention to the point where they are receiving
income, on an average, on most of their inventions. Of the ideas
which they are studying-I believe the numbers, they said some
thing like, out of 20,000 ideas, they obtained maybe 20 that they
thought were, that actually were really used.

Mr. MORRISON. They had the advantage of the first one with
Xerox-e-s-

Mr. CONSTANT. That's right.
Mr. MORRISON [continuing]. Which was nice.
Ms. JOSEPH. One of the things there seems to be a consensus on,

in other words there is no single formula.· The person-to-person
interactions, particularly with the laboratory people with the pri
vate sector counterparts are the mostimportant ingredient in the
process itself, and that what you need then is a real entrepreneur,
sometimes in the laboratory, sometimes from the outside; and the
spinoff companies that come from the laboratory-s-and Oak Ridge
is a good example of those kinds of transfer-s-have the greatest suc
cess of the working. People then transfer with their ideas and con
tinue to promote it. But there is no baton passing" as in a relay
race. It's not nice and clean. I have this idea and all someone has
to do is grab the baton and take it on to commercialization.

Mr..MoRRISON. I guess what I worry about.is that, as in so many
elements of Government, I see interference in this baton passing, if
you will. Admittedly, there is no clean break. It would be ideal if
we had someone probably like you making the decisions. But, we
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worry about that. I think that is why Congress has a tendency to
even meddle in some areas, just to make sure that there are some
clean lines, if possible. And I would trust, as a result of these hear
ings, we don't do anything wrong.

Ms. LLOYD. Well, that's certainly ,our mission.
.Ms. JOSEl'H. I think the hearings have really facilitated attention

within the Department to this activity. And even though I can
truthfully say this has always been the DOE's responsibility, the
spotlight shining on this area, people's report cards getting graded
specifically on how well they are doing has really acted in terms of
increasing the results in this area. I do not say that for all the
areas where Congress has inspired us to do more on. something we
think we are already doing. But in the area of technology transfer,
I think institutionalizing the process and bringing it up to high
level attention under Stevenson-Wydler has significantly aided the
bureaucracy in being able to continue to push in this direction.

Mr. MORRISON. We probably willwant to do some pulling, too.
Thank you. .

Ms. LLOYD. I think it is worthy of thought. Thank you very
much. .

Mr. Walgren?
Mr. WALGREN. Thank you, Mrs. Lloyd.
Even though, Ms. Joseph, we say you feel that there is signifi

cant increase in delivery in this area, we really have no measure of
that.do we?

Ms. J OSEl'H. We do, but it is mostly anecdotal data.. We do not
have. a final line that says: there are these many products, there
are these many dollars invested, and here is the benefit based on
the cost. invested. The anecdotal data based on reports .from the
laboratories and implementing technology transfers, the kind of
forums where the laboratories now participate, which judge tech
nology innovation ideas, like the IR 100 Magazine Awards, the very
fact that the numbers of awards that the laboratories have been
winning over the past few years in an area where you are looking
at all R&D across the country, including the industrial laborato
ries, that the national laboratories' percentage, their total number
of awards in this category is going up consistently, whereas I think
this year-s-last year it was 17 awards to the laboratories, this year
we're up to 20 awards. And probablythe.single-e-e--

Mr. WALGREN. Out Ofhow many?
Ms. JOSEPH. Out of al00,IR 100 is~the 100 awards for the 100

best technical ideas that.they believe, based on peer evaluation,
will make it into the marketplace. OakRidge, I think, is the lead
ing laboratoryin our system in this area, but has only been actual
ly winning those awards in the past 4 or 5 years.

Mr. WALGREN. How many did Oak Ridge win?
Ms. JOSEP}l:. Four or five last year; which was one of the highest

percentages ofany single winner in the process.
Mr. WALGREN,. Ofcourse, there are variables in that. And I guess

my wish is that 'we have more than anecdotal evidence or we're
taking some kind of steps to see what does work, because what I
hear in .this area is that the first effort was to have an office for
technology transfer in the individual laboratories. Then as we grap
pIe with the real world, which is never what we want it to be, we
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want to do more. And now everybody is sayingvwell, you have to
have this interaction, this team work between the private sector
and those actually working in the Government laboratories. And
that may be, but.I would think that that would .be something that
we could measure.

Are there steps within the Department of Energy to make an ac
curate quantitative measure of the increase in hours spent togeth
er, if that's--

Ms. JOSEPH. The number of meetings that are held to promote
technology transfer, are recorded in the book as well, and we can
trace those over time, and they are increasing significantly.

Mr.WA-LGREN. All right..But I gather they are talking about
something other than meetings and symposia, but actual working
together in a laboratory So that they spend their informal time to
gether and. the like. Is there any measure that you could devise
that might tell us whether the laboratories are doing more. or less
of that sort of contacting? . ..........'

Ms. JOSEPH. The policy is to promote that. the Department of
Energy promotes more joint projects between industry and labora
tory.

Mr. WALGREN. Howare you going to tell whether the policy is
implemented and the degree to which the policy is picked up?

Ms. JOSEPH. This is one of, I think, the hardest areas that we
have been pushing as well, because it is very difficult to tell a: pro
gram person that, in addition to your understanding how best to
implement your program,T want to ensure that you have this
aspect involved. The program may say, the wayI take care of that
aspect, that, objective, is through an industrial advisory committee
that meets once a month to review the program plans, the R&D
objectives, or criteria, et cetera. Therefore, in our area, what, we
are doing is trying to ensure that, the objective is kept, up front, but
not to dictate, that there has to be a certain percentage of joint in
dustry laboratory research projects or that there has to be a cer
tain number of symposia in a given area or a number of industrial
people on all advisory committees. But we do look at those num
bers. There is an increase, We do that internally for the Secretary,
and through what we would call seed money type funding, we have
promoted that.

One of the programs that I run is the University Research Sup
port Program and, under that, I run the Laboratory Cooperative,
Program. In that category, we also have. a recently funded initia
tive which Senator Domenici has promoted, which is an industrial
fellowship program, and that a high-level industry person, maybe
two"or three for each laboratory, when we get the funding up to
reasonable levels, will specifically spend, say, a year to two years, or
maybe shorter periods, back and forth during that time, at a
laboratory working on a joint project with a technology transfer
component to that project.

Mr. WALGREN. What is the history of that funding in that par
ticular program?

Ms. JOSEPH. We have $600,000 for this current year, and we are
about to announce over a dozen appointments to the laboratories.

Mr. WALGREN. So, you can get 12 appointments this year. How
many did you have last year?
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l\IlS.JqSEPH. It was the first year.
Mr. WALGREN. So .this is the first year of the seed money pro

gram?
Ms. JOSEPH. This "is the first year of the separate seed money pro

gram. Last year, I am not sure how many joint appointments there
were, but they would be in the hundreds across the board.

Mr. WALGREN.' Can you find that out 'arid submit it?
Ms. JOSEPH. We can, with some difficulty.
Mr. WALGREN. Because the problem that we have, who only see

this briefly several days a year,is that it is very hard to see the
additional effort that is being made. The answer that comes back
is, well, we are implementing the Stevenson-Wydler Act by doing
just what we always did, which is to not have an identified person
but publish the same kinds of things' that we were publishing
before. That is one of the ways that is cited inthe act to promote
technology transfer. So, the laboratories came back and said, "We
are doing it just like we did before." And.it is very hard to see a
new effort being made. And given the difficulties of turf and the
like in a bureaucracy, it is very easy to see that somebody will con
tinue to do what they have always done in that area and that we
won't get anything new, we won't get any new push out of it.

To say.vas we .havenow, after 5 years of experience with the Con
gress wanting to see: something new happen under Stevenson
Wydler, that essentially we cannot account for any effort because it
was. always subsumed under what the expenditures were anyway, I
think, is something that we ought to recognize is not an adequate
measure of our effort under this act; and we ought to be looking for
ways to document what is happening.

Ms. JOSEPH. I do not want to give you the wrong impression.
There are areas that are easy to document, which we have, docu
mented, and which do show substantial progress. And in the areas
where we are continuing to do what we have done, in those areas
that are significant accomplishments and unique to theDepart
ment of Energy, we have continued the user facility activity of the
Department, is a significant technology transfer contribution.
And--"

Mr. WALGREN. Can you measure that in terms of man-hours arid
value of access? And then can you go back and do a history of that
so that we can see whether there is additional effort being given in
this area, or are we just doing what you did not need to be told to
do? . ' . . ,

Ms. JOSEPH. We can show that there is additional effort and
there are new facilities like the National Light Source at Brookha
ven National Laboratory, where participation by industry is 40 per
cent of the participation.

[The information follows:]
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INSERT FOR THE RECORD

List of DOE-owned patents that have been exclusively licensed
since inception of the Department of Energy.

Invention

U.S. Patent No. 3 /624,772
"Reading and Writing Machine

Using-Raised Patterns"

U.S. Patent No. 3,687,804
"Compact and Safe Nuclear Reactor"

U.S. Patent No. 4,094,492
"Variable orifice Using' an

Iris Shutter"

U.S. Patent No. 3,803,481
"Leak Detector"

U.S. Patent No. 4,253,190
"Communications Systems Using a

Mirror Kept in Outer Space by
Electromagnetic'Radiation Pressure"

U.S. Patent No. 4,152,248
"Hydrogenation of Coal Liquid

Utilizing a Metal Carbonyl Catalyst"

U.S. Patent No. 4,169,280
"Method for Making Glass Nonfogging"

u.s~ Patent No. 3,987,302
"Resonance Ionization··for

Analytical Spec~roscopy~

U.S. Patent No. 4,274,394
"Electromechanical Solar Tracking

Apparatus"

U.5. Patent No. '3,786,838
"Method of Extracting Heat from

-Dxy ceot.herme.L' Reservoirs"

U.S. Patent No. 3,378,685
"Infrared Nondestructure Testing

Technique"
U.S. Patent No. 3,672,204
"Transient Thermal Method and Means

for Nondestructively Testing a
Sample"

Licensee

Research for Braille
Communication

Chicago, IL.

Energy Conversion Systems
Inc.

Toronto,Ontario~ Canada

B & B Enterprises
Livermore, ·CA.

Comstock, Inc.
'Oak Ridge, .TN.

Electronics Missiles and
Communications, Inc.

White Haven, PA.

Pentanyl Technologies,
Inc.

Boulder~ CO;

Anthony's ,Manufacturing
Company, .rnc •

Sart Fernando, CA.

Atom Sciences, Inc.
Oak Ridge, ·TN.

Stromberg- Enterprises
Albuquerque, 'NM~

Pan American Energy Corp.
Los Alamos, NM. 87544

United- Western
Technologies Corp.

Richland, WA.
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u.s. Patent No. 4,442,018
"Stabilized Aqueous Foam Systems

and Concentrate"

u.S. Patent No. 4,409,643
"Long Lifetime, low intensity,

light source"

u.S. Patent No. 3,533,273
"Thermal surface impedance method

and means for nondestructive testing"

u.S. Patent No. 4,265,982
"Coasted Woven Materials and

Method of Preparation"

u.S. Patent'No.3,957,03l
"Light Collectors in Cylindrical

ceometa-y"

u.S. Patent No. 4,230,095
"Ideal Light Concentrators with

Reflector Gaps II

U.S. Patent No.,~,114,592

"Cylindrical Radiant Energy
Direction Device II

u.S. Patent No. 4,237,332
IINonimaging Radiation Energy

Direction Device"

U.S. Patent No. 4,252,777
"Recovery of Aluminium ,and

other Metal Values from Fly Ash"

CQPlston International
Corp.

Albany, N.Y.

Alan M~ Frank
Livermore, CA.

Uni ted Western
Technologies Corp.

Richland, WA.

Progressive Technological
Coatings, Inc.

Pearland, TX.

University of Chicago
Chicago, IL.

University of Chicago
Chicago, n ..

University of Chicago
Chicago, IL.

University of Chicago,
Chicago,IL.

P.I~D.Associates

Hendersonville, NC.

Information on actual commercial utilization of the licensed
inventions is incomplete. Since many oLthe .excIuedve licenses
(11 of 21) have been granted within the last eighteen months, it
is proba}:)ly.too soon for significant commercialization results to
have materialized as to those inventions, particularly since the
underlying inventions are generally undeveloped inventions
requiring substantial private development efforts. Indeed, 17 of
the 21 licenses-were granted in the last three years.

One licensee; Atom Sciences Inc. has advised, that, it has brought
the Resonance Ionization Spectroscopy technology (for analysis of
trace elements),to, commercialization, having been financed
entirely 'with private funds.

Other licensees have reported some progress~:in pursuing com
mercialization efforts, e.g. financing efforts, and"bui1ding and
testing of prototypes.
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Mr. WALGREN. Let me ask you, then.to.go back, and if you can,
without doing a big research project that is probably not in any
body's interest, if you can give us some information about the his
tory of the user access. And if you can add to that any documenta
tion of the teamwork contact historically, because I think we need
to know whether anything more is being done now than was being
done before: If the answer is 12 additional people in the teamwork
aspect, that .is.not enough, and we deserve to know that, the public
deserves to know-that; and. we have to try to add more effort in
that area.

So, if you could review that with some submission, give us a
chance to get our teeth into it and follow up on it, I would appreci
ate it.

Mr. WALGREN.·I wanted to just wonder with you,' Mr. Constant,
about these .numbers in here. When we ask ourselves how well we
are doing under this, we said 19 exclusive patent licenses in the
last 4 years. Now, exclusive patents are really the patents that
drive, as I understand it, inasmuch as if you give a nonexclusive
patent, anybody can jump into the pool and operate without any
direct exclusive benefit certainly. So, we are really talking about
five patents, an average of five patents a year over 4 years for the
whole Department of Energy. Shouldn't there be more in there
than that? .' . • ..'

Mr. CONSTANT. I do not think, Mr. Chairman, that you can over
look the nonexclusive licenses, either. Under the provisions of the
licensing authority under Public Law 96-517, in order to even. get a
nonexclusive license, the licensee has to show a' plan-for commer
cialization of those inventions. So,·even nonexclusive licenses do in
dicate a strong commercialization. It just happens that there are
some inventions that exclusivity, for one reason or' ahother,is not
required. .

Sc.even though, as you say, 19 is not a large number, I think
you have to combine that with the 47 nonexclusive licenses and
look at the total picture.

In addition, I do not have the figures with me, but those 19, are a
significant increase from what the Department has done in the
past. Prior to that time, I believe there were only a few exclusive
licenses granted by the Department.

Mr. WALGREN. Well, that's certainly what we're trying to-that
is the problem we are trying to get at, and I hope we're coming up
rather quickly. If it's possible to-if anybody has this view without
looking at it too long, I wonder whether those licenses, there are 19
exclusive patent licenses, can be tracked into economic activity. We
know who holds them, and we know the history of their economic
performance. It would be interesting to see whether it is easy to get
at the increase in the economic work, whatever numbers of jobs or
numbers of dollars in the bottom line of whoever holds those li
censes to see if there is not some quick way to look at whether or
not holding an exclusive patent license from the' Department of
Energy has been helpful-at all in these years to that entity.

Perhaps you could give us.a start on looking at that by giving us
a list of who they are and any other description that you could.
And maybe together with you, we could look for the rest of the
answer..to-that question.
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Mr., CONSTANT. I think, too;' Mr. Chairman, in terms of exclusive
licensing" the waiver numbers that I· quote in there, the 600 patent
applications that-havebeen waived to contractors, in those cases
they do, they have received the exclusive rights to those inventions,
also. '., '

Mr. WALGREN. The 600 come under where you waive at contract'
ing, any interest in what comes out of it?

Mr. CONSTANT. Yes.
Mr. WALGREN, You waive at the time of contract?
Mr. CONSTANT. That number includes those inventions that were

waived at time' of the contracting and those that were identified
when the invention arose.

Mr. WALGREN. So, approximately 550 waived at time of contract
and a little over 69-47 nonexclusive and the 19 exclusive.

You mentioned 1,400 patent applications in which you retained
title. How many of those were with respect to classified technology,
classified areas? ' "

Mr. CONSTANT.· I do not have that information, but I could get
that for you and insert it for the record.

Mr,WALGREN,I think that would be helpful to try to see what it
is that the Department <ifEnergy is retaining. .

[The information follows.]
There are 95 patent applications that are classified. .

Mr. WALGREN. You mentioned that you are considering field-of
use licensing for title to developments which may be directly appli
cable in a classified, area or a sensitive area. .You feel you can get
that out into other fields by approving the use of patent rights for
field of use? '

Mr. ,CONSTANT. Yes.
Mr. WALGREN. Has that happened yet?
Mr. CONSTANT. No, the class waivers have not been implemented

yet which will provide for that. It is not for the classified and the
sensitive, but it is for the other exceptional circumstances, the ura
nium enrichment and the high-level waste, civilian high-level
waste technologies. ,

Mr. WALGREN. In thinking about how fast these waivers for this
class of laboratories are going to be implemented, it is my under
standing that the Commerce Department is really about to do it.
We know what their regulations look like. They have gone through
the preliminary publication. They are about to issue their final reg
ulations in that area. How long .does it take the Department of
Energy to pick those in a formal approval and sign off on a waiver
for an operator like Martin Marietta at Oak Ridge?

Mr. CONSTANT. Under the class waiver, it will be done by a proc
ess located at the field level only, once the class waivers are imple
mented. We have no experience on those, but we are anticipating
thatit 'will be within several weeks to a month.

As an example of how rapidly we can move on such waivers,
when Martin Marietta identified to us that there were a series of
inventions in which they were in licensing negotiations and needed
a waiver right away and which were being held up because we did
not have the class waivers implemented yet, we were able ,to proc
ess those waivers from the time we were notified 'at headquarters
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that they were critical, and had the waivers approved; I believe it
was-within 9 to 10 days after the request came in. .So, we can move
fast. when we have to, and I believe that under these new waiver
proposals, they will movemuch more rapidly than in the past.

Mr. WALGREN. So, you expect that to come out within, literally
momentarily. So, if you are only talking about 30 days or so to im
plement it on the field level, by the end of September this relation-
ship should be settled? .

Mr . .cONSTANT. I believe, .yes, it should be.
Mr. WALGREN. Are there outstanding unresolved issues between

the Government and the operator at OakRidge that could create
problems in that they're asking for. certain indemnities and that
has not been agreed to yet?

Is that something which we can anticipate. coming back here.6
months from now and finding that as a government .we .had so
much difficulty with that that we decided not to do anything?

Mr. CONSTANT. I believe there are somedifficulties, and there are
some areas that have not been finalized..The'efforts to date have
been between the Operations Office arid Martin Marietta. Those
negotiations and the determinations that they make will com", to
headquarters for approval at some point. We are in anticipation of
those issues coming to headquarters, already looking at them, so
that we can respond to them rapidly when they do reach us formal
ly. The whole key is getting the class waiver approved and. then re
ceiving their--

Mr. WALGREN. Do you have problems with what the field repre
sentatives. of the Department of Energy have. agreed to with re
spect to the operator in this instance?

Mr. CONSTANT. We have questions-----
Mr. WALGREN. By that I mean the headquarters review function.

Is that-have you identified elements which you would not agree to
at this point?

Mr. CONSTANT. We haven't reviewed it formally to the point
where we can say that we agree or disagree on specific points,
There are areas that we will have concern and which we will have
to look at very closely, and which our program people will also
have to look at closely when it comes up to be sure we do not have
a problem.

It is possible that we may ask them to go back and renegotiate
some point to something different, I don't know, but I do not know
that at this point.

Mr. WALGREN. What are the areas that are most difficult for
you?

Mr. CONSTANT. It would be in the areas that I mentioned earlier.
It would probably be in the area of potential liabilities from licens
ing activities, the allowable costs for licensing activities, the areas
of conflict of interest to ensure that they have addressed them to
our satisfaction. .

Mr. WALGREN. Let me 'ask you,it's hard for that to have much
life, in my mind, the area of conflict of interest. It is obvious that
you can have a conflict of interest. How do you address that? What
are some. of the elements that go into addressing that? Or is it that
we look at it and say it is acceptable or it is not acceptable. conflict?
How do you minimize it?
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Mr. CONSTANT. Mr. Chairman, T guess what we described is the
minimizing it; You can't eliminate it. There is no way that you can.
eliminate it. It is a fact of life. The commercialization effort raises
them to a higher level than we would be faced under a normal con-
tract activity. . .

The Agency, in my opinion, would be looking at them to see
whether it felt comfortable that the opinions it would be. receiving
from its contractor, when it asked for the contractor to make rec
ommendations in mission areas, that the contractor was aware of
conflicts, problems and was doing the most it could do' under those
circumstances to minimize them to some acceptable leveL

Mr. WALGREN. So it is more in choosing the direction of the work
of the laboratory at that point. The management of the laboratory,
you want to be sure, guides the laboratory in an area toward the
maximum public interest as opposed to pursuit of a more narrow
interest. And you want to see that issue considered in a manage
ment structure. Is that what you are saying?

Mr. CONSTANT- Correct, yes. •..
Mr. WALGREN. Thank you, Madam Chairman.
Ms. LLOYD. Thank you, Mr. Walgren.
And thank you, Ms. Joseph andMr. Constant-You have proved

to be very good witnesses and we appreciate your ability and appre
ciate your being here today.

Our next witness is Mr. William Carpenter. Mr. Carpenter isvice
president of technology applications at Martin Marietta Energy
Systems. Martin Marietta, as everyone here knows, operates the
Oak Ridge National Laboratory. We are particularly interested in
what Mr. Carpenter has to say, since I hear that you are known as
the godfather of technology transfer for the lab. So, we are very in
terested in your remarks today,

We do have a copy ofyour complete statement. You may summa
rize or proceed as you wish.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAMW. CARPENTER, VICE PRESIDENT,
TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS, MARTIN MARIETTA ENERGY
SYSTEMS; INC., OAK RIDGE, TN

Mr. CARPENTER. Thank you very much, Madam Chair. Good
morning, ladies and gentlemen.

I have prepared a written statement and it is available in the
prescribed number of copies. So, I won't spend a great deal of time
in summarizing that.

To listen to the preceding discussion has been helpful. And per
haps in addition to a brief summary of my submitted testimony, T
can address our view, the view of Martin Marietta related to some
of the issues that your committees have already surfaced.

First-of all, let me say that, as a corporation we are indeed-I
hope we are both a large firm and a profitmaking firm. That is our
objective. And although it complicates the issue of the patent
policy, I hope no apology is required for either circumstance. As a
company, we certainly endorse the positions that your committee
has taken in terms of both the need and the method for accelerat
ing technology. transfer and the benefit to us as a Nation, that we
think you are on a very pertinent and vital issue. We are support-
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ive really of the, measures that we have seen come out in revised
and improved legislation dating from 1980.

We, of course, in viewing the potential long range benefit of tech
nology transfer, one must.conclude, and we certainly agree, that
technology is.going to be-e-good technology is going to'bea primary
determinant in the future, economic health of'our Nation and our
ability to compete internationally to a good extent.

The U.S. Government is the largest creator of technology.inthe
free world. When we spend, from the U.S. Government approxi
mately $50 billion a year, and that constitutes not only half of our
total R&D expenditure investment as a Nation, but it consumes
half ofour very valuable skill pool of scientists and engineers. And
we certainly agree with what we feel the' sentiment of your com"
mittee activities have been, to recognize that we can no longer
afford to partition off Government R&D and consider it separate
from commercial derivative advantage.

We must get-two for, the price of one if we're going to compete
wei! with .the Japanese and West Germans, and we should indeed
be able to.. when our expenditures on R&D, as a nation, exceed the
total expenditures of Japan, West Germany; France, and the
United Kingdom put together. So we should fare' better than we
are in the technology competition on an economic front.

In order to do that, we should seek larger commercial advantage,
derivative advantage of O\1r, Government R&D expenditures. We
think the potential for. that, although the track record in technolo
gy transfer has been encouraging since 1980, it is our view that we
have not yet really tapped the potential of identifying commercial
advantage from these Government R&D expenditures.

As has been noted, Martin Marietta is the operator and manag
ing contractor for the Department of Energy facilities herein Oak
Ridge. We have had that happy responsibility since April of 1984;
When we were engaged in the competition to operate and manage
those facilities in 1983, we sensed that- the mood was that we
should propose bold measures to accelerate technology transfer and
that the environment was correct, it was receptive, and that this
large shift in national policy was more possible in 1983 than it had
ever been before. And 'so we were asked by the Department of
Energy, who I think also sensed this changing mood; and, of course,
as you, know, it was 1983 when the so-called Packard Report came
out and was critical of the total benefit to the Nation of our nation
al laboratory endeavors. Certain other authoritative reports came
out at that same time, The ERAB Report, Energy Research Adviso
ry Board, themselves were critical of the benefit to the nation that
was deriving from national laboratory expenditures. Several other
reports contributed to the. mood that people were ready to do busi
ness differently, we thought.

We proposed in our, proposal to manage these facilities in 198a
four basic' measures, a very broad thrust that we thought if we
were able to implement them all, we could make a big.difference in
the way thatthe benefit of Oak Ridge National Laboratory and the
other facilities here, their commercial benefit.

These four measures were, first of all, the establishment ofa cen
tral office at an executive level to manage not only the technology
transfer activities that derive, and opportunitites that derive from
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Oak Ridge 'National Laboratory; but the Y-12 weapons plant and
the enrichment enterprises. In other words, the extent to which
technology transfer had received emphasis in Oak Ridge, prior to
1983 was pretty much concentrated in the laboratory; And we felt
there was good, worthy technology yield from Y-12 and from the
enrichment enterprises, and that we should establish a' central
office to coordinate all of those in a systematic way. .

That was one measure we proposed. The secondmeasure was the
one that has received discussion earlier this morning. That is our
application for an advanced patent waiver. That was thesecond
measure.

I'll discuss our view of that and the aspects of the program that
we proposed a little bit-later, But it was a very central request and
central to our ability to do well in technology transfer.

The. third measure, wepriirosed to implement an array of inven
tor awards for our people. It s not our feeling that you call either
turn on or turn off creativity. Creative people are going to create
wherever they are" But a fairway of rewarding them does encour
age them to record their ideas. And so we proposed that as an addi-
tional and third measure. .

Finally, the fourth measure, it was our view that many ideas
and I think perhaps this gets to one of the questions that you asked
a little bit earlier, Mr. Walgren. And thatis, can you ever count or
quantify the benefit of a successful technology transfer.

Well; if you use it to form a new business, which is one preferred
mechanism, in our view, it is fairly easy to count the jobs that
derive. If, on the other hand, we assign a license to a large compa
ny like IBM, or Martin Marietta, or 3M, it is a little difficult to
quantify whether or not they-well, we can tell whether or not
they paid their royalty fee, but we don't know how many jobs
we'vecreated.ior it's difficult to calibrate the extent to which it is
actually being exploited correctly.

But we. think a preferred 'mechanism often, in radically new, dif
ferent ideas and inventions, a preferred mechanism to export it is .
to use it as the basis for a new business. Large firms don't operate
well On dramatically different ideas. You know, I say that repre
senting a large firm, you know, we don't do well on small, new
ideas. We change what we are doing to improve it. But to adopt-a
completely new policy is 'difficult for a small firm. And so, we
prefer the formation of new businesses asa mechanism, And we
have. established at our corporate investment the Tennessee Inno
vation Center as a supportive and nurturing mechanism to not
only assist in new business formations but to cause new business
formations.

Of these four measures, establishment of an executive office,re-'
questing a patent policy, or requesting a patent waiver, implement
ing inventor rewards, and instituting a support mechanism. for new
businesses, we have in place three of those four measures. The ob
jective that has eluded us so far is to finalize, of course, and obtain
the patent waiver. And we consider that a' crucial aspect of our
ability to really capitalize on technology transfer.

Now we do believe that the activity 'is up, that the pace oftech
transfer has, indeed, accelerated. As an example, I would like to
note that the number of publications that our scientists and engi-
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neers have generated in 1984 is up over 1983 by about 10 percent.
That reverses a trend, a 5-year trend in decline: The 'number of in
vention disclosures likewise are up for the first time in Ii years. So
the technology is taking place. It is high quality technology. And
given the additional liberties that we are asking for in the patent
policy, we think that we can make dramatic improvement in com
mercializing some of these.

I would ·like to. move to the constraint that we are operating
under. Our apparent inability, so far, at least, to. obtain on any gen
eral or blanket basis, the patent rights. And I would like to explain
the program that-we have proposed to the Department of Energy.

We proposed it both during negotiation in the first quarter of cal
endar year 1984, and unable to agree prior to signing the contract
in April 1984, we proposed it formally in an advance blanket
patent waiver petition in April 1984-.

We are asking the Government to give us title to the patents, as
a corporation, give us legal title to the patents. And, having done
that, we will act to advance the objectives of the Government by
being in a position to readily reassign those to commercial clients
based on the criteria of who can we assign it to that gives us maxi
mum commercial penetration. In many cases, we will be able to
assign royalty arrangements to the licensing arrangements. What
we would propose to do with the royalty incomes, we will put it in
a separate set-aside account and spend that for three purposes.

No.1, we will permit the inventor to directly share in that. That
is a little unusual for industrial firms to volunteer to that, but it
would be consistent with the way we handle our aerospace compa
ny right now. That would be the first claim on those revenues, a
minor claim.

The second claim would be to pay for patent processing costs and
to defend any attack on our patent positions.

And the third method, the third purpose of those revenues would
be to rededicate those moneys within the institutions that we oper
ate for the Department of Energy to other technologies to bring
them to the point of being commercially attractive.

In other words, I think the fundamental point is that we would
never, as a corporation, profit from any of these moneys. We have
proposed provisions that would see us, in the instance of the patent
waiver, behaving just as a nonprofit corporation. In fact, we think
that we are asking for less privilege than is already being accorded
to the university-managed GOCO's, because in those cases where
our parent firm might wish to use the technology, we're volunteer
ing to pay a royalty just like everybody else. In the negotiation of
that royalty in that case we would defer to the Department of
Energy, to maintain an arm's-length relationship and to minimize,
if not avoid altogether, a conflict position.

So, we think that, even in the provisions of the program that we
recommended a year and a half ago, that we are quite consistent,
that the wisdom of that has been confirmed by legislation that was
already passed last fall applying to the universities and the non
profit firms. So it looks to us like we are right on target with the
will of your committee and the will of Congress. And, of course,
from our point of view, we think that we have adopted a very self-
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less position from the standpoint of our corporation, and.thatour
application ought to be picked up in a heartbeat,

I might say that the economic dividends of this program, should
we get the patent request in place, will be significant in our view.
We believe that a lot of new company formations, spinoffs, will .
take place. They will prefer to locate right here, and that will be
an advantage to them. We think that other large firms, large and
small, will wish to locate R&D activities in this area because of the
advantages of the one-to-one interactions that can take place in
such a preferred manner if you locate right where the technology
platform exists, which we think is in Oak Ridge, TN.

So it is important to the region as well.
I believe that I will stop and would be happy to entertain any

questions the committee might have.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Carpenter follows:]
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U. S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

COMMITTEE ON'SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

JOINT FIELD HEARINGS ON uTECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AND PATENT

POLICY: DOE ANDOTHBR PERSPECTIVES" 'BY THE SUBCOMMITtEES

ON ENERGY RESEARCH AND pRODUCTION AND SCIENCE. RESEARCH

AND TECNOI.;OGY ON JULY-15. 1~85.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM W. CARPENTER. VICE PRESIDENT.

TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS-, MARTIN MARIETTA ENERGY SYSTEMS.

INC •• OAK RIDGE, TENNESSEE.

The Importance- of Enhancing the Technology TranSfer Process

We. at Martin Marietta Corporation. agree with those who observe

that the growing reliance on higher levels of technology has become a

fundamental. long-term trend in the U. S. economy. It has 'become

increasingly clear to us and others that the future of the economy will

be largely dependent on how well new technologies are put to use to

create products. markets, jobs, and returns on investments. Because

the federal government contributes over $50 billion - or roughly half of

the total national investment in research and development - the f~ture

of the economy will depend, in part, on how well the inventions and

new technologies that result from federal efforts are-put to use by the

private sector.

There is broad agreement that with about $18 billion going to the

federal laboratories employing one sixth of the nation's research
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.scientists and engineers, improved means 'of increasing the flow of

technology from these laboratories to the private sector must be found ,

A number of recent reports have underscored the need for federal

laboratories -to play an increased role in improving economic productivity

through technological innovation. A 1983 report by, the White House

Science Council, the so-called Packard Report. stated:

The National interest demands that the federal laboratories
collaborate' with universities and industry to ensure continued
advances in scientific knowledge and its translation into useful
technology. The federal laboratories must be more responsive
to national needs •

. Similar .sentiment was espoused in a 1983,;reportby the National

Governors' Association stating :

The fact remains that these national laboratories are far from having
begun to realize their full potential as catalysts for close industry
university research cooperation or as, collaborators, in joint
university lindustry. research.

We support all the recent initiatives by the federal government to

enhace the transfer Of federal technology to the private sector.

However, to agree upon the objective is much easier than succeeding

with the process.

In the 1983 'competition for the Oak Ridge facilities management

contract, DOE asked the bidders to propose resourceful measures to

accelerate the process 'of technology transfer. Martin Marietta proposed

four primary measures:

1. Broaden the scope of existing 'technology transfer functions to
include all operating reclnttes under the management contract and
establish a central function, headed at the executive level, that
would not just permit but would cause increased levels of
technology transfer.

2. Put the title to all intellectual property of commercial value in the
contractor's name under the terms of an advanced blanket
waiver.

3. Develop and implement an array of financial rewards and
recognition for the inventors.
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4.~reate_suppo~ng mechanisms to cause and encourage. new
.business formation based on Oak Ridge-developed technologies.

or the meaeures.z-equeated , all have been 8qcc:;1I.nplished- and are in

place except the second. We stilllaCk\~'hat we cons'ider to 'be the most

important t~~i-,.th~ _QbUity:::to-corit~ol" the rigl.1ts-- too-patents 'iSB\led., on

technologies invented at the Energy Systems facilities. In spite of this

major constraint. we have proceeded to vigorously institute a program

that. should we fin8lly be granted the patent waiver we seek, will

enhance the rate of successful transfers ~f technologies from the

Energy Systems facilities to industry. Although the measures we have

taken has already led to a significant increase in interest in our

technologies expressed by industry. our inability to offer suitable

licensing arrangements has discouraged th~se companies from pursuing

the further commercial development of the technology. Before turning
. - - , , .

my attention to the constraint on technology transfer posed by our lack

of control of our patent portfolio. I would like to describe for you some

of the measures we have already taken.

Martin ·~'riettals fuitiatives in Oak Ridge

We have created an' executive office of Technology Applications

(OTA) under my direction. The Office is staffed by a group of

pr~'fes~i~nals with the spectrum of functions to 'ce~tr~Jiy administer the

total technology transfer process for all activities und'~r the management

contract. OTA has examined the existing functions at Energy Systems.

We have developed and trapiementednew atenderd practice procedures to

coordinate and improve each step of the process. New procedures

include:

* Technology Transfer- Aeseeement and Development Process ~o_r

determining the transfer potential of inventions;
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* .Awardsfor- Inventions that provides a schedule of cash awards to
inventors'..for patent applications;

* ROyal ties "fran 'Licemsing that provides a rreens for -sharing
royalty income with the inventors named on licensed patents; and

* Intellectual Property Rights covering emplqyees' rights and
responsibilities-in reporting all.iriventions developed in the course
of their employment at Energy Systems.

To further e t irmlate our inventive emloyees , we have Inst t tuted

other measures in addition to providing cash awards for patent

applications and sharing royalties with inventors. We have created the

Inventors' Forun to encourage exchange of ideas and to facilitate

intersi te ocemmtcat ione , The Forum is an enployee-managed

organization of all Energy Systems patent holders. 'Ihe-kdckoff meeting

of this organization was held April 30 at the annual patent luncheon. A

new feature of this awards luncheon was also introduced - Inventors'

Forum lapel pins to recognize Energy Systems patent holders.

Recognizing that most technology transfer occurs Irrm one-on-one

interactions between our researchers and industry's. we have taken

steps to allow and encourage these types of exchanges. It is our belief

that we can accelerate technology transfer by freeing our people to

perfonn as consultants to outside firms. we recently implemented a

revision of our consulting policy consistent with DOE's desire to further

liberalize the employees' ability to engage in these interactions outside

of the course 'of their normal work activities.

Ini tial Inpact of Technology Transfer Program

Evidence abounds to show that acceleration in the process of

technology transfer is already taking place in Oak Ridge.

* Inventions disclosures are up over 15% during our first nine
months 'of perforimance -reversing a five-yeardeclining trend~
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* Publicatiqns areup5~ - also. a trend reversal.

* Since the fall of 1984, nine workshops or conferences related to
technology transfer have been presented~ a 50% increase over, FY
1984 - with a cambined attendace of 2400.

* Ene~ S¥sterne nowh~s'60Te~~ical Bulletins in the preparation
and pUblication stages; 1985 will be the biggest year ever in .
bulletin publication by a factor of 2. .

* A high mnber of inquiries have been recetved frein ocemercfat
firms. ll18Jly of them J~uiring<?f.Oak RidgeJo~. .the firsLtime.

* Even though Energy Sys tems has ..not .yet received ,Ji tleto the
intellectual property. 'we are in the process of prenegot Iatfng
licenses with several cammercialfirms.

orA has .been identifying, technologies wi th ccenerctat potentfaf ,

docunenting the present status, and then developing marke.~ing.

strategies for them. As a resul t of our initiatives. ~)lave begun to

take action on nearly 50 .different technologies wi th ccnrrerctet value,

We believe that about one-half of these have neez-jerm cammercial

potential. ·These technologies include:

* Nickel-iron aluminides, a superalloy that gets s:trongeras
temperatures get higher which has potential applications in heavy
duty~ies~l and gas turbine engines, die_~terial, specialty
fae tnera , and. tubtng r

* Lead-iron <phosphate 'glass, a'highly durable\i;'e~sy to process
material that ,has several unique optical properties which make it
attractive for precision lenses, optical fibers, glass-to~tal
seals. and encapsulation of semiconductors used.in hazardous
envirorunents; . , '

* Silicon carbide whisker-reinforced'alunina, avery tough, fracture
resistant, ceramic material usefuI~"for cutting. tools, reouperator
tubes in gas-fired furnaces. anda1'llX)r plating for tanks;

* An economic fon-trmlente tton tr-eatment that virtually eliminate~"
weae/eorroston as a clinical pr-col emfor artificial hip-c end knee
joint prostheses made of a ntariimi'al'fOy; and

* ct tntcat radioisotbpe'ge'rie'rat'or for use in e~aluating cardiovascular'
defec,ts and blood flows<',ill:. y~,~.patients,._

A number of unpatented tecnnotog tes .have been trS:t:lsferre,cl, in

recent rronths , including:
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* Ion-inplanted prosthes i s to Spire Corporation and Johnson' and
Jolmson;

* A non-force-reflecting manipulator system to Remotec;

* Tritium light sourc~to Safety Light Corporation, NRD (Division
of Mark IV Industries), and Se l f-Powered Lighting Corporation;
and

*Diffuse reflectance cell to Harrick,Scientific Laboratory.

Mmy afoul' technologies with cCtlm:!i.'c!al value, however,need

considerablerefinemeht 'befor-e they are ready for the corrmerctat

marketplace. This is especially true since the commercially attractive

concept is' often only tangential to the main purpose for which the

research was conducted, and IXJE program managera cannot justify

spending federal funds to test Qut the viability of cOmmercial

applications. We have recently initiated two programs in conjrmction

with the DOE to help promote the transfer of such promising, but not

yet mature, technologies.

In 1984, DOE agreed to 'give $laO,OOO to ORNL onarmtching basis

to identify commercially prorrnsing'developments and allow additional

work to bring the technology toa stage where industry could make an

assessment of its true commercial 'potential. From 22 candidates for

funding, five technologies were selected to recetve funds. The, items in

Table 1 were chosen for support.' Based on the success of the first

year effort, the' program, has been, expanded this year to support 'the

further deve l oprent of six IOOre technologies (see Table 2).

Another new initiative supported by DOE is the Industry

Technology Exchange Research Program. The purpcee of _this program

is to support visiting research appointments afORNL for scientists and
engineers cuerent Iyworktng for industry. This program al Icwa the
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TabieL Technologies with ..CommercialPotential Funded in 19~4

Technology

1. Nickel aluminide alloys

2. Pulsed helium ionization
detector

3. Continuous annular
chromatograph

4. Electronic autoffuorog'raphy.

5. .Remote. enalyttcal.Jnatruments

Action

In licensin-g negotiations

Invention disclosure filed;
1985 I-R 100 award winner

Inventions disclosure filed;
instruments loaned for test

Invention disclosure filed';

Dieplayed at. trade "show
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Table 2. TechnologyHaturation Initiatives Funded in 1985

Technology Purpose

1. Pulsed Helium Ion-Detecton

2. Nickel Aluminide Alloys

3. Ceramic Composites

4 •. Biocatalyst 'Beads 'for' Fermentation

5. Simplified Blood Processing System

6. ANFLOW

7. Evacuated Insulation Panels for
Energy Efficient Appliances

8. Lightweight Oxide Finer Composite

Electronic design, testing. and
information dissemination

Casting optimization. sample
production andrtesttng

Sample. production and testing.
information dissemination

Sample production and testing •
information dissemination

Prototype development and
testing

Design developrnentand
optimization and costing

Joint Development of
commercial prototypes with
manufacturer

Fabrication of test hardware
and performance testing
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visiting researcher to work side-by-side our staffmmbers to give' them

exposure to our deve Ioprrents along wi th hands-on, 'exper-tence wi th the

technology. It is expected that this process ~ll:help deepen -the

understanding of the new technology aQ4 speed the;adoption process

when the researcher returns .to his company. We-have two-such

researchers presently on s i te r. onefrcm CPC:: International working in

our Biology Division on anaerobic enzymes for food processing and one

in ~tals and-Ceramics DivisioD.<working on Iretal to ceramic joining.

Admittedly. the-ultllnate commercial potential for many ofaur

technologies spans"s ~de range from a few million dollars in sales' to

possibly over one hundred-million dollars; if our market studies of the

nickel-iron aluminide alloys is correct. It should be noted'. however;

that SOlOO of the technologies developed at the Energy Systems facilities

do have the potential of changing basic industries within the U. S. and

strengthe.ning our corrpeti tive posi tion in the international marketplace>

Just one example will illustrate my point.

Seeking to capi ta Hae on- the weal th of technical talent and expertise"

in materfal science at national laboratories. a consortium of U. Sv-s tee I

conpanies.--includingBethleheni. U.S. -Stee l , Arrmo, National; and L'IV.

are working wi~:Oak Ridge and Argonne. '!he idea is to develop

leapfrog or breakthrough technologies which could help ,the domestic

steelm8kersregain its_competitive position in world, steel markets. One'

thrust of the program will be to find new ways to convert i ron ore into

I iquid metal. bypassing .the expensive coking ovens and bl.aettfurneces

now used. Another focus will be 'on castingliquidrretaJ into pieces

close to the-dimensions of the final- product. One possibility is to use

powerful magnetic fields to confine the mol ten metal so it can be cast
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Into.rthtn __sheets. eliminating the need for strip mills to flatten thick

billets. OONL'sfusion-:program will contribute its magnet expertise to

the problem of casting steel.

Technology Transfer and Local EconOOlic Development

We are convinced as_our technology transfer program matures, it

will begin to have a significant positive irrpact on the economic

development or. this region. It does not appear to be an accident that

technology complexes-sllch as the Silicon Valley, Boston's_Route 128.

and Pr i ncetont a Forrestal Center have evolved around major

universities. Direct access to a .untvecs i ty and -the university's right .to

transfer the results of its research on an exclusive basis are important

to develop andcornmercialize technologies. Other forms of assistance

suches conSUlting, continued involvement- of researchers in the

commercialization process, and various business services are also

irrportant ,;

As we continue to make technologies more:accessible to commercial

firms, we expect three things to begin to happen that will have a

positive impact on the local econ~. First, established firms will

desire more direct interactions with Energy Systems staff and facilities

in the form of collaborative R&D. This activity has already begun to

expand. In the Metals and ceramics Division, for example. in addition

to the steel industry initiatives. there are major.collaborativeR&D

agreements in place with Cabot Corporation, Cunnins Diesel Engine

Coopany, and 'Babcock and Wilcox. Other similar scale projects are

being developed with Atlantic Richfield Company andSM among others.

Second, an established firm may wish to locate an operation or an

R&D activity in the oak Ridge vicinity in order to better access the
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. technologp-.developed here. In fact.:thish8s'already'begnn.-':

Mmufacturing Sciences-COrporation chose- the Oak Ridge location

because the Energy Sys terns ccmni t tecr.to'rooopera te wi th them and offer

them technology access in their commercial endeavors 'to roll and fann

depleted uranium.~- Their:plant. nO'W·W1der,cipera:tion.'wiUenpl~25

people wi thin the next few rronths , They have used some Energy

Systems employees as consul tanta , Based on discussions we have had

with other coopanies looking for expansion opportunities. we believe

that other firms. perhaps on a rnrch larger scale. will take similar

action in the future.

The third local econcmic dividend f~cm technology transfer is new

business formation. We continue to believe that one of the most

pranising avenue of succeaetul teclmology transfer is often the

fonnation of a new business based on that single technology. fur

conviction on this matter is such that the Martin ~~riettaCorporation

has invested several nrlilion dollars in the establishment of the

Tennessee Innovation Center. Mirtin Mirietta Corporation fonned a

partnership with. th~ Utah I~ovation center to help facilitate the

transfer of technology fram the research stages at the Oak Ridge

facilities to successful commercial enterprises.

The purpose of the Center is to create a favorable cl imate for new

business formation and to assist start-up ocepantee in overcoming the

inevitable obstacles. Since the task of the entrepreneur is to conceive,

produce. market. and manage new products is difficult. conplex, and

risky. the Centerwil~_provideneeded assistance to enhance the

probability of success for the new venture. To that end. the center

will join with the entrepreneur to become a full business partner. With
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its 'network of resources,-thecenterwillassist the'entrepreneur so

- he/she can better run the cmpany, ltwill provide:

* input in ,developing the initial business plan,
* office and laboratory space,
* management -and technicaljatd,
* legal- and accounting assistance,
* help in arranging financing for operating expenses. ahd

.. * use its experience end, ski 11- to raise investment capital.

'The Tennessee Innovation Center is .modefed after the Utah Center -

a pr-Ivate-for-proft t corporation based in the University of Utahta

Research Park. The Utah Innovation Center was originally formed in

1978 by the University of Utah through a National Science Foundation

grant. In 1982, Dr. Wayne S. Brown. a faculty rnerrber of the

Ijn ivecs i ty of Utah, - College of Fngineering. and renner- Dean of the

Engineering School; and Don A. Stringham, a local at tomey, converted

the Innovation Center fran a universi ty-based experiment in teclmology

transfer into a private corporation.

The Tennessee hmovationCenter will be located in a modern, new

50,000 square foot facility. The facility~ll contain central

laboratories. computer, telecommunication, and administrative support

services. Martin Marietta Corporation has made a multi4nillion dollar

corrnritment to provide for the operation of the center and to establish a

seed capital pool for new. start-up ventures. In addition. the Center

is exploring the feasibility of establishing a R&D Limited Partnership

pool to fund the further coomercial devaIoprent of teclmologies

invented at the Oak Ridge facilities.

The Innovation Center has already associated with or established six

new. small. high-technology businesses. The Innovation Center is in

the final negotiation stages with another four new businesses. Q{ these
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ten initiatives. ~ight are, based squarely on Energy,Systems/DQE

developed_technologies.

Constraints IIJJ?Osed on Energy Systems Technology Transfer Program

We believe that considerable ,progress in inproving the technology

transfer process haa.been madedn .the past year. ',We think.. that our

record speaks clearly OIl that pofnt s: We have deve loped and

inplemanted a .comcenenswe ays.tem. to identi fy.· technologies .wt th

significant· ccnrerctat potential and, reward.thei.r inventors •. We have

begun marketing efforts t09ring these technologies, tathe attention of

prospective industrial clients that has led to a significan~_increase i~

the.. interactions between our. research staff and tnetecounterpentadn

industry. A n\.iIi)er of, new,ccepenies ,c have been alerted-in-Oak Ridge

to capt.tar tee on technologies developed at the local" faciliti.e8;.We have

also transferred a number of technologies to other, existingcamrnercial

coopanies.

All of the-fechnotogfes , transferred.-,however.were. .unpatentabl e ,

These technol ogfes-were t ranaferned tc-cccoantes hoptng-cto explof t a.

small niche that was, and would continue to be, over-Icoked.byfhe

major forces in themarke.t-. 'Iheae rrarke t-nfchea.ure at t ract-ive to small

ocnpantea, but, do not-present enough opportunity for. larger concems ,

Dnfor-tunate Iy, because we can not.-proyidea conpany access to the

patent rights' to cue inventions, we have had only Hmf ted success in

developingagreerrentswith indus_trial clients to explcj t som~of our __ meat

ccemercfaf Iy excf t ing new deve-lopments.The .inpor-tance of-patent

protection to protect a cormenyt s .tnveatrrent was, clearly. demonstrated

recently at Los AlmoosNationa141;K>ratory. Researchers at Los Alamos

have, invented: and patented a, lase};·:-bas.ed.Jec1mique~"capable, of detec t Ing
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bacteria and vi ruees qUickly and inexpensively. 'They es t Imated that it

would take millions of dollars. however. for a commercial product to

realize this potential. After the lab obtained the rights to the

invention from DOE and 'the authority to'perfonn proprietary research

for private sector organization's. Los Alamos-was able to negot te te-a

1icense agreement with a new. small business f i rm, -Mesa Diagnostics, to

develop and produce the. device. l\t=sa. Diagnostics has raised over $8

million through venture capital and research and development limited

partnerships to fund this effort. $4~3 million of ' this amount ~11 be

used.by Los- Alarms' to further develop the technique to serve both the

DOE arid:medical diagnostic purposes. It is very important to note, that

these agreements could not, and would not'. have been corml eted if ,Los

Alamos 'did not have the ability, in this case, to provide an exc luetve

license -of the patents to Mesa Diagnostics.

Obviously, patents are only one factor in a decision to invest in the

creation Of, a new product ; 'Ihe-oenershipoof inventions and the

patents that cover them arev-bowevet-jven irrpor-tant factorin new

product deve l oprent.; M:jst ccepantee are reluctant to invest the large'

sumsrequiredto'fine~tuneinventionswithdUt the guarantee that a

competitor would be precluded from copying the product by reverse

engineering. When faced with a choice between investing in the

exploitation ofa'goverriment-held patent with significant commercial

potential and a privately-held-patent, even wi th less ccemerotaI

potential. most companies will decide against the government-patent

opportunity because of the lack of protection.

Thus, we firmly believe' that our inability to negotiate 'licensing

arrangements for, our technologies is the single, greatest obstacle to' our
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operating an .opt tmat Iy-effect Ive technology. transfer program. AIthough

many"of the coopanies exposed to our inventions have expressed great

interest in developing a commercially viable product based on our

technology. none are willing to commit the significant resources

necessary f?r such an undert'aking wi thout the proper pa tent

protection.

Martin'Mariettals Proposed Solution: An Advanced Blanket Patent

Waiver

In order that .we might be in a position to offer the necessary.

patent- protection to com:rercial clients';interested:in.f\ll"th~rdeveIoptng

products based ODour technologf es , we originally proposed that we

receive an-advanced blanket waiver of patent rights franIlJE as part

of our, management conbract , . Unable to agree upon this clause of the

contract. we agreed to delay final resolution of this issue until after

the contract was atgned, We subeequent Iy peti tionedDOE to grant us

thiawaiver , 0J.r patent waiver proposal was subs'equentlyendorsed'in

.the DOE patent policy directive issued by then-Secretary Donald Hodel

on 5 February .1985. As you can see from the chronology of events in

Table 3. we have-been unsuccessful in obtaining"1X)E approval for this

petition to date.

Without the requested advanced. waiver. Energy Systems would have

available Only the procedure for pe.titioning. on: a case-by-case basis.

fOI' a waiver or pe tent-etgnta on each .Invent fon ertee it is made. This

is '8 ctDJbersOlJE and time-constnning procedure-and, historically._~s

not yielded asatifactory result.

Waiver' petitions require the description of plans for exploitation.

Given the large-nuni:>er of Invent.ion.df sctosurea generated at the

54-280 0 - 86 - 3
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Table" 3. Patent Waiver .Petition Chronology: of Events

Moon ~~

Hodel Memo regarding DOE Patent Policy Feb 5, 1985

Additional petition filed on long-range ordered alloys March 22. 1985

Specimen patE;nt license agreement set to DOE-ORO March 29. 1985

Jarmolow letter to LaGrone regarding petition status March 29, 1985

Department of Commerce regulations on P.L. 98-620 April 11, 1985
published for,comment

DingeU-letterto Herrington concerning waiver 'petition April 22 • 1985

•

Energy Systems signs management contract
without advanced blanket patent waiver

Jarmolowaild.:L'aGrone'sign. memorandum of
understanding to negotiate and implement
waiver by August 30. 1984

Advance blanket patent-waiver petition sent to' DOE

petitiorisNi
3Al'

Individual patent -. watven _petitions
set to DOE

Jim Eisel. Martin Marietta Patent Counsel. made
trips to'Oak Ridge to negotiate-the advanced
blanket patent waiver provisions

SUbst~tute Ni3A1 waiver p~titions fUed

Additional Ni3:Al petitions filed on new discoveries

P.L. 98-620 amendment to Patent Act 35 USC 200

March 30. 1984

"March",30.--1984

April, 30, 1984

June' 8." 1984

June 26 i 27.
July. II. 12, .& 13.
Aug 21 • 22, 1984

Sept 25, 19S4

Oct 18, 1984

Nov 9, 1984

DOEgrants-iridividu8.lwaivers-on Ni3"A1 cases subject -' June
to: (1) DOE, comment on license agre-ement. (2) signing
confirmatorY license' agreement ; .'and (3) 'holding
royalties pending DOE decision on manner of treatment

21-, 1985
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administered facilities (about 250 last year alone). it would be

-umpractical to apply for' individual waivers on the vastrnajority of

inventions.' Without the advanced waiver. we are able to seek waivers

only for the. few inventions that appeared to be sure winners. and/or

for which a definite-plan for. development and exploitation" exists. We

have already gone through this laborious process on 31 cases. Table 4

lists, these cases along ~th their current status. The necessity of

seeking case-by-case waivers would.result in a large number of

inventions being put on the shel f because there were no Imredtate 'and

sufficiently well defined plans for commercial exploitation.

The value of the intellectual proper-ty is often per-t sheblewi th time.

The ability to make timely decisions, is trrpoetant in order to 'respond

quickly to industrial requests for licenses. Inventions develqped at the

oak Ridge-Paducah facil Hies tend to be on the leading edge-of

technology and are. thus. highly susceptible to rapid change. Delays

tn'ass lgntng Hcenses can-often result in missed oppor-tuni t tee to

successfully transfer thetechnolqgyeitherbecause alte'rnative

technolgies are ~eveloped. the,market opportunity~to capitalize on the

project passes. or the campanygrows frustrated and loses interest in

the technology.

Inplelll:!ntihg the Patent Waiver:Process

If the advance waiver is approved. Energy Systems. would then

have the r-ight to patent all inventions made under the operating

contract except inventions in:

* certain programmatic areas of technology which are certified by
OOE to be in the national' interest for, the Government to retain
title (e.g •• nuclear weapons and naval nuclear propulsion). and

* international agreements of the U.S. Government.



Table 4.

SlJB,J'ECl' INVENI'ION P1\TENr WAIVER PEl'ITIONS

D/ITE ACPIVITY
CNID NO. SUBO. STATUS SUImX:T OCC Letter/Inv~tor(s) Letter

4503-X/S-61,834 11/26/84 Disclosed EKtended Range COunting 01/02/85
Pulse Counters

4513-X/S-61,875 . 11/26/84 Inactivated Inproved"Radiolumines- 01/02/85 12/03/84, 12/03/84 - withdrawn
cent Light 12/15/84 4/2/85

4207-Y/S-58,019 11/26/84 Application:-Piled. ZrOcarbon Free 02/12/85 12/04/84, 12/05/84
12/12/84

4477-Y/S-Gl,:184 11/26/84 Application ,Piled Electrochemical cell 01/02/85 12/03/84, 12/04/84

4514-Y/S-61,848 11/26/84':\ Application Filed Electrode Contro~ler 01/02/85 12/04/84, 12/04/84

4392-K/S-60,513 11/26/84 Disclosed Rerrote Tong Tool' catch 01/02/85 12/04/84 ~
for servoranipulator

4340-K/S-59,925 11/26/84 Application Filed Laser Cooling 01/02/85 12/04/84

434S-KfS-S9,963 11/26/84 ' Approved Clarification. Process 01/02/85 .12/04/84
12/07/84

4381-KjS-59 ,987 11/26/84 Approved Expanding Mandrel 01/02/85 12/10/84

4434-K/~-60,595 11/26/84 Application:Filed Viscosity of Qentri- 01/02/85 12/04/84,. fugeDamper Fluids
'il

12/04/84,12/04/844484-K/S-61,826 11/26/84 Disclosed M.arm Circuit Optical 01/02/85
Jnterfece.Becurdtiy 12/05/84
Device

4374-KjS-59 ,962 11/26/84 Inactivated Constant'~rature 01/02/85 01/11/85 - Withdrawn
oven 4/2/85



Table 4 (cant).

SUBJOC"I' INVENI'ION PATENI' WAIVER PEI'ITIONS

DATE I\crIVITY'
eNID 00. SUBO. srl\TUS SUBJEer uo::::. Letter/Inventor(s) Letter

4338-X/S-59,268 09/25/84 Executed NiAl 11/21/83 09/21/84, 09/27/84 - Granted
6/21/85

4412-X/S-61,109 09/25/84 Application Filed NiM 11/21/83 09/21/84, 09/21/84 - Granted
6/21/85

4531-X/S-61 ,893 10/18/84 Approved High Temp NiA! 01/02/85 01/08/85 - Granted
6/21/85

4442-X/S-61,111 11/26/84 Application Filed Pb Fe P04 Glass 01/02/85 12/03/84, 12/03/84

4451-X/S-61,153 11/26/84 Application Filed ceramic cOl£lfX)~fites by 12/10/84
Chemical vapor Deposi-
tian

4488-xjS-61,825 11/26/84 Bxecuted Ceramic Oomposites 12/14/84, 12/18/84
'"ct

4536-X/S-61,894 11/26/84 Application Filed Method for.Joining 02/12/85 12/04/84, 12/04/84
12/05/84

4511-X/S-61,853 11/26/84 Disclosed Plastic semiconductor 04/02/85 12/15/84, 12/16/84
Barrier Diode

438S-X/S-60 ,520 11/26/84 Application Filed 5ervauanipulator 01/02/85 12/04/84, 12/10/84
12/10/84

4507-X/S-61,896 11/26/84 Disclosed Tong Actuator 01/02/85 12/04/84, 12/04/84
Servananipulator

"\
4508-X/S-61,874 11/26/84 Disclosed Master COntroller for 01/02/85 12/10/84, 12/10/84

Servananipulator

4501-X/S-61,844 11/26/84 Application Filed Pulsed He Ionization 01/02/85 12/04/84, 12/04/84
Detector



Table 4 (cont).

SUBJl!l:T INVENl'!ON PATEt-lP WAIVER PErITlOOS

CNIDOO.
DATE
SUBD. STATUS ~

ACrrVITY
o:c Letter/lnventor(s) teeter

4406-X/S-60,528 03/22/85 Application Filed Silioon carbide Wisker
Reinforced ceramic Com
posf.te

4538-X/S-62,523 03/22/85 Disclosed Filler Metals for
Direct Brazing of
Ceramics .

4544-X/S-62,552 03/22/85· Approved oXIdation Resistant
Filler Metals for
Direct Brazing of
structural Ceramics

4489-X/S-61~824 03/22/85 Application Filed lnproVerrent in tonq-
Range Ordered Alloys

4490-X/S_61,831 03/22/85 Application Filed Improved Metallic Glass

2-X/S-61,854 11/26/84 Disclosed Plastic Semiconductors

8l
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It is Energy Systems' intention to pursue pateritsonly in those

cases where inventions are determined to have ccnmercfa L'vafue and not

within the ex~eptions stated above. Historically, 10 to 20 percentaf

the patentable ideas coming out of the Oak Ridge activities are thought

to have. significant commercial value. In these_ cases only~ Energy

Systems would make patent applications arid be responsible for· patent

maintenance costs as an effort under the management contract.

When Energy Systems determines that inventions do not hold

commercial value, DOEwould~be,so notified. In these cases. DOE

would proceed wi th thosepatent ing 'actions which they determine- to- be

appropriate.

Energy Systems would then, search for licensees waohave a high

probabi 1i ty for the ful Ies.t- exploita t'lon of the ccsmerctal potential of the

patent. The objectives in the placement of these patents would be:

(1) succe$sful transfer and, adoption. (2) maximum'cammercial

penetrat ton, and, (3) royal ty incomes in return for, the rights

assignments. In the, process ofveva Iua t Ing the applicants. anyfntezeata

of the inventor would be given f i r-at consideration. The government

would, of course. retain rights for royalty-free-us€{

Disbursement of Royalty Revenues

None of the incornegenerated fram the licensing of patent rights

would become Energy Systems income or profit. The money would How-

to a separate Energy Systems accottnt,where it would be used

exclusively to advance IXJE's stated objectivesregarding,techrtology

transfer. First. this' fund will be used-to pay inventors their shaze..of

the royal ty income. Second. royal ties would be used to cover expenses

incidental to patenting-and licensing inventions. Finally. the j-enatnder-
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of the fund-will be rededicated to' frmd selected technology maturation
'.,'

ini t i at ives dt rected "toward bringing new deve lopments to-a state Where -.

industry could make a better assessment of the true comercial 'pOtential

similar .. to those already being undertaken.

Martin Marietta Corporation's Rights

In order to restrict the possibility that Energy'Systems' parent

corporation might receive an unfat r occpe t t tfva ndvantage through

preferred access to the technologies developed at the Oak Ridge-

Paducah facilities, the basfctnanagerrent contr-eof between OOEand

M9.rtin Marietta Energy Syetems; Inc. establishes' an "armrs length"

relationship between Energy Systems and Martin Marietta Corporation.

The procedures for granting Martin Marietta CorporatIon.eccess to

technologies developed by Energy Systems are stipulated' in Contract

DE-~5-84aR21400.

In general, these procedures state that in those cases where Martin

Marietta Corporation is interested in obtaining a technology- developed

by Energy Systems. the Corporation. .wtth only one except ton.rwt l I not

be -treated differently fran-any other ccepeny seektng similar access.

The exception is that whereas all othercampanies:will state their

interests and negotiate a license with Energy Systems. to.uvotd..a

conflict of interest situation.-·Martin Marietta Corporation JIUst make its

interest knoWn-toOOE in the-form-of a request-for-ca license.'OOE will

conduct all negotiations with the Corporation regarding the- terms and

condi t tona-cr .the I icensingagreement.

In avery real sense. the Corporation is actually asking for less

advantage to their_finn than has-been available to OOEcontractors in

the past. The, previous contractor was granted the right to file for'
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individuaCpatent waivers in order to take title to-fhednvent tonv cjzar-t tn

lI.ilrietta Corporation, however.- will be requfred'-to-negot iate royalty

bearing licenses.

Consistency wi th the Intent of roost Recent Changes in'Federal Patent

Pol icy

In reviewing the trends in federalcpatent policies. especially over

the last fiVe years;' we have come tofiriiJlybelieve that' the prcgram-r

neveout i tned-rcr-you here' is perfectlyconsistent-with the Intent of

Congress. Indeed, we believe that we' areectuat Iy usking-for less

liberties than our counterpart university contractors were granted with

the passage of P.L. 98-620 last year. In granting our request for a

patent waiver. the goverrment would have lost nothing pertinent to the

, interestso! the technology developer. Martin Marietta's sole gain is in

their. abilHyto perform well-regarding our contract responsibilities for

technology transfer. 'The real beneficiary is the government in that

this procedure offers great potential for advancing the technology

transfer process.

If this ranainingconstraint is removed fran Energy Systems, we

believe that our, technology program Will becomes model for other

federal laboratories to follow. Granting our waiver petition will be a

signal that Will not be overloOked by ,the commercial, sector. Facilitating

the access to our technologies has. and,will continue. to prompt firms

to loOk more' closely at what we are creating. The ,frequency of

interactions between our research staff and,industrial concerns will

defini tely increase. ,Through these interactions. technologies with

significant carmercial potential are more likely -to be brought to the

attention of industry in an efficient and effective manner.
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Such l-inkages govermnent and industry, are essent IaI.d f the

results ofc fede~al1y-sportsored~ are to be applied in the, commerci~JJ

as well as the goverrarent , sector of the economy. (hly when our

technological developments are-exploited in the cammercial-sectorcan,

the nation be certain that we are receiving the maximum benefit of the

national sc~entific and technical resource, that ,the federal laboratories

en'i:xXiy":'The increased .tntegrattoncr suchn vast techntcal resource

into the nation's econany w:i}l assist the .nat ton in; acttieving-~hegoal of

enhance<leconomic,productivi ty through technological Innovatton,
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Ms. LLOYD. Thank you very much, Mr. Carpenter.
I want to applaud Martin Marietta for their-dynamicefforts to

really work for technology transfer in this area. If you remember,
before-the.Rf'P's were' actually drawn up by the Department of
Energy, I talked, to then-Secretary Hodell and asked him, please,
that this was a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity, to please incorporate
in the RFP's interaction between the universities and other areas
of learning so that we could move this into, what we call a very
high tech corridor, which I think is a termthat is overplayed. But I
think-that we do have such enormous potential here with the Oak
Ridge Laboratory.

In referring to your class 'waiver that you are working for; what
do you see as any real problems or impediments at this time?

Mr. CARPENTER. Well, of course, Mr. Constant mentioned two
things that are of concern to the Department. I might say that-~

Ms. LLOYD. I thought you might like to add something--
Mr. CARPENTER. I'm afraid I can't add any problems, Mrs. Lloyd.

Really, I really don't see any fundamental problems.
Ms. LLOYD: Do you see any regulations or legislation that are

helping or hindering at this point, that you would like to comment
on?

Mr. CARPENTER. I believe that if we can get the substantial provi
sions of the patent rights that we have asked for, that the positive
impact will be very great. It will be great enough that we won't
even have to worry about counting jobs. The effect is going to be
obvious to us. I believe that we can give the Government, if they
give us the patent' rights, that we can give them liability shields
which we, of course, are asking for ourselves. We don't profit so we
don't think we ought to be put in a position of liability. That we
can put ourself in a position where we are well shielded from liabil
ity, and put the Government also in a position where they are well
shielded from liability. In fact, we believe that we can give them
better protection than they are receiving right now .and have re
ceived on the 19 exclusive patent assignments that we have heard
they have already made. So, we don't see that as any problem in
being able to give the Government good protection, and in being
able to offer a position which is free of conflict. We think thatthe
proposition we have offered the, Government really accomplishes
that. '

So I see no great impediment in terms of iSSUEls that should pre
vent us from being able to sign up.

Ms. LLOYD. Do you intend to apply for any individual waivers?
Mr. CARPENTER. YElS, ma'am, we have. We have applied for 31 in

dividual waivers. since we assumed the contract, in April of 1984.
And we redoubled, these efforts when we saw the difficlllty arising
in our .being able to get a blanket waiver. It is .still our hope that
those 31 requests can be acted upon expeditiously as individual
waivers ElvEln in the interim of'a resolution of the larger general
patent~- '

Ms. LLOYD. In what areas are these individual waivers?
Mr. CARPENTER. They span-I have listed them for the record,

Madam Chairman.
Ms. LLOYD. They are-included, OK, thank you. I didn't-c-»-
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Mr. CARPENTER. Butthereare, let me say.rsome that have tre
mendous, in our view, ,tremendous commercial potential, including
a couple that have the potential of affecting basic industries in the
United States; I might mention that nickel-iron aluminides is, we
think, a super, super alloy thatis ,going to beregarded as With very
great commercial significance; That's one. Lead-iron phosphate
glass, which could fall in one of the exception areas, depending on
how we eventually, identify the exception areas to a blanket
waiver-we think that has very high potential applications.

,Silicon carbide whisker-reinforced alumina will contribute to re
gaining a, technology parity in the advanced ceramics, area, regain"
ing parity with the Japanese, we believe.

Ms. LLOYD. This is very. impressive, and it will, as I said earlier,
be made a part of the record of these hearings.

I want to ask you if you see any problem with conflict of interest
as you plan to invest further inOak Ridge technology?

Mr. CARPENTER. There are issues that we must remain sensitive
to avoid conflict. I believe we are, aware of them, for example, stat
ing the reverse side of this, we see no reason why, simply because
we operate and manage the facilities, we should be deprived of'the
same technology access as any other firm has to what takes place
in Oak R.idge. And there are technologies that could be, significant
to our other corporate endeavors. But if we want those, let us say
that they are licensable and patentable, and our aerospace guys in
Orlando want them. If we think that that is the way of achieving
the largest commercial, penetration of that, we would describe that
circumstance to the Department of Energy, excuse ourselves from
negotiating the licensing placement, encourage DOE to further it,
and we would expect to see royalties applied wherever they are ap-
propriate. ' '" .,' . ',' ' ,". " ' ,,'.

So that wouldbe a DOE decision to assign a technology that was
developed in Oak, Ridge under a licensing agreement to an aero
space arm of Martin Marietta, And we would expect to pay royal
ties just like anyone else, which was never true with Carbide, may
I say. Even though they were restricted to asking for individual
waivers, they got them royalty-free.' We.are not asking for that.

Ms. LLOYD. We know that Martin Marietta has many arms.
Mr. CARPENTER. Yes. "
Ms. LL<)YD. Do you have any commercial clients, besides Martin

Marietta, that you would hope to develop a technology for, if you
should get a waiver? . .

Mr. CARPENTER. Absolutely. As a 'matter of fact.ryou know, that
is our-concentration and our emphasis. We have many large, sub
stantial commercial firms which have expressed interest in, the
technologies that are emerging from Oak Ridge, and they are more
interested this year than they were last because they think the
technology should be more accessible to them. We have conducted,
we prenegotiated Some licensing provisions with some of these'
firms, anticipating that Some day we are going to have the patent
rights that we are striving for.

Ms. LLOYD. Doyon plan .to exploit any of these technologies in
this area?

Mr. CARPENTER. Yes, ma'am.
Ms. LLOYD. Would you elaborate on that, please?
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Mr. CARPENTER. Sure, I mentioned earlier the Tennessee Innova
tion Center. That is a corporate investment that we made here.
The Tennessee Innovation Center-a construction contract has
been let for the facility. It will be located in the Oak Ridge Tech
nology Park which represents another corporate investment that
Martin Marietta has made in Oak Ridge. That Center is formed for
the purpose of new business formations. They either have an
nounced the formation or are in final negotiation stages of an
nouncing the formation of ten businesses. Eight of them are based
squarely on Oak Ridge developed technologies. None .of them are
patentable. None of them require licenses. So, it is as available to
anyone else as it would be us. But we are trying to spark new com
pany formations right here in the area, and the majority of those
will' be based on Government R&D;

Ms. LLOYD. Do you feel.this gives you an economic. edge over, for
instance, Boeing or Goodyear?

Mr. CARPENTER. It shouldn't. It is quite true that we are better
informed about the technologies that are taking place. YOu know, I
mean, we have front rowseats. We operate the facilities.

Ms. LLOYD. These are some of the concerns that the Congress has
to face.

Mr. CARPENTER. Sure. It is equally as available and to the Wes
tinghouses of the world and to the Boeings of the world as it is to
us. And, you know, we are anxious to inform them about the tech
nologies that are emerging and they will get just as good a crack at
it as anybody else.

Ms. LLOYD. We are proud of the TIC, but what plans do you have
to really use the national lab, the enormous technology base we
have here, in the formulation of these new innovations?

What are the plans for including the lab?
Mr. CARPENTER. Well, the process--
Ms. LLOYD. In the formulation of the new business-
Mr. CARPENTER. You mean, perhaps, the employees?
Ms. LLOYD. That's correct.
Mr. CARPENTER. OK. Well, we have talked about this a great

deal, Mrs. Lloyd. We have determined that we are willing to be a
very understanding employer when it comes to encouraging some
of our principal investigators to themselves associate themselves
with new business formations. And we are going to-they, of
course, have the technology information. So, often it, improves our
probability of success ifthe inventors themselves, can be associated
with the new enterprise formation, and we are encouraging our
employees to consider this. And we are entertaining some arrange
ments which include giving them leave of absence, agreeing to
their working in such a moonlighting effort, adjusting their work
week in some cases, and really, really trying to help them help the
new companies succeed. It gives us pen;ilties--

Ms. LLOYD. I would certainly encourage you do it to make the
most of the lab, which I think is a national treasure.

Mr. CARPENTER. Yes.
Ms. LLOYD. Thank you very much.
Mr. Morrison.
Mr. MORRISON. I was only going to ask one question. I am a be

liever in the profit motive, and your statement on behalf of Martin
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Marietta certainlyis fantastic from the point of view of taxpayers
getting a return on investment. . '

You partially answered ithe OM inquiry I was going to make.
That is the incentives down to the individual. I mean, these ideas
essentially are going to come from your team.

Mr. CARPENTER. Yes.
Mr. MORRISON. But my experience has been that usually there is

one spark plug in that team that has the idea. And I read through
your statement and have a fairly good feelfor this. I mean, you
start with lapel pins, and they belong to a forum, and this sort of
thing, which doesn't go quite far enough. But now you have indi
cated encouragement to associate' themselves with someone who
might apply the technology; and that. would be, of course, there
would be professional reimbursement for that sort of opportunity.
Is there more that could be done? Should others be following the
example of some of these individual employee incentives that you
have provided? You sent your leaders in this arena?

Mr. CARPENTER. Well, it is nice to have a new circumstance to be
able to create out of whole cloth in a contemporary opportunity in
the last 2 years. You know, it is a little more difficult for an estab
lished firm to change what he's done. We had the advantage of
being able to say, hey, if you give us the Oak Ridge contract, here
are some ways we'd try to behave.

So in that sense, simply because we are new on the scene and
have the opportunity of establishing a new and original arrange
ment, perhaps we have been able to. move a little more briskly
than other established firms. ,

I did mention also, Mr. Morrison, that we are adoptingproce
dures which would place our employees directly in. the revenue
stream. This is nontrivial financial reward.

Mr. MORRISON. This is from your pool of royalties?
Mr. CARPENTER. Yes, sir, right. And right now, you know, as we

see that circumstance, we would give them 10 percent of the first
$500,000 gross, you know, don't subtract out administrative support
costs and stuff like that. Five percent above that-c--«

Mr. MORRISON. Just taxesand that sort of thing-
Mr. CARPENTER' Just taxes, right.
Five percent above that, to a cap of $100,000 per invention, per

employee. So there is the opportunity for a significant financial
reward and financial participation by' Our employees.

Mr. MORRISON. I certainly commend you' for that. I personally
feel that that is one of the significant keys.

I'm impressed, Mr. Chairman, with what Martin Marietta has
done with this responsibility and trust that whatever we do legisla
tively 'out of your subcommittee will enhance their opportunities.

That is the extent of my questioning.
Mr. WALGREN. Thank.you, Mr. Morrison.
Now it does seem like there is a lot of energy here and you bring

a lot to it individually. And we all know that that is what drives
our system. And there is something here that We 'Certainly should
be trying to encourage to happen elsewhere.

What is in it for Martin Marietta.ithough?
I amcurious-s-e-'
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Mr. CARPENTER. That is a frequently asked question, Mr. Wal
gren. It is .just unbelievable that a profitmakingcompany would
propose a program that..has no profit potential for them, isn't it?
But, really, we do have advantage potential for that. And that is,
as Ms. Joseph mentioned, our job is to perform well-under-our
management contract with the. Department of Energy. If weller"
form well, we are graded well and our profit increases. This is one
of the aspects.

MI'. WALGREN. What is the range ofthat profit.increase?
Mr. CARPENTER. It can range-it is renegotiated every year.

Under the award fee contract that we are operating right now, it
can swing from $5,plus million up to a maximum extreme of $20
million. 89, the swing based on our performance is $12, $14 million,
something like that, significant even to us, .

Mr. MORRISON, Would thegentl",man yield?
Mr. WALGREN. I would be happy to yield.
Mr. MORRISON. Could we relate that figure back as a percentage

of your total operating contract?
Mr. CARPENTER. Minuscule, as we drive off of'.theDepartment of

Energy acquisition regulations.rwhere fee curves apply, Y9U know,
we are out there where we'll cycle about $2 billion through, be
tween $1.8 and $2 billion a year, through these facilities. And our
profit potential is something under 1 percent of that, of which
about two-thirds of our profit potential,' the way we have it struc
tured right now, relates to how well they feel we have done,

Mr. WALGREN. If the gentleman would yield. The potential fee in
crease would be quite free and clear of any cost. Is that right?

Mr. CARPENTER. That is correct.
Mr. WALGJ,tEN. 80 the measure of the fee increase would be

against .your, 91' the company'a.profit after tax of net income, if
that is right, net income from the contract as a whole. Is it minus
cule when measured against the, net income, or the actual kept
value by-Martin Marietta, at that point? '

Mr. CARPENTER. Investments, sir?
Mr. WALGRE!'i. Well, no. I guess, I'm sorry I can't make myself

clear. As I understand it, you have the potential of increasing your.
gain under the contract by $14 million, let's say--

Mr. CARPENTER. Approximately.
Mr. WALGREN. To a total of 20 million in technology transfer suc-

cess. .",. .,', ,
Mr. CARPENTER. No, no. Well, that is in total at management of

the contract, sir. Not .just one factor, A significant. factor of that
but not an overwhelming factor is technology transfer, There, are
many other things that~7

Mr. WALGREN. I see. The total management contract is--
Mr. CARPENTER. Yes., '
Mr. MORRISON. If they do a ~ood job overall--
Mr. WALGREN. As much as 1Ii20 million but as little as $5 million.

Is that correct? '
Mr. CARPENTER. That is correct. ' ", ' ,
Mr. WALGREN. I see. And then how much of'.that is reachable

through performance on the technology transfer aspect?
Mr. CARPENTER. OK. Well, I think I can give you a pretty closely

approximate figure. Right now, we are being graded under our per-
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formance on technology transfer as a sub-element Of the ORNL
award, fee. ORNL is one of several activities that we manage:
ORNL, the weapons plant and the enrichment. This year, on the
first 6 months' award fee,25 percent-e-no.vno, it was 10 percent of
the total ORNL award fee was based on technology transfer. So
ORNL is about 25 percent of our total award fee. So, you've got
about $400,000 of profit to us that will swing based on how well we
do in technology transfer. Not a large item, but significant to us.

Mr. WALGREN' When you say that swings, is there 'an upside and
a downside in that to your balance sheet?

Mr. CARPENTER, Oh, yes.
Mr. WALGREN. Say 400,000in profit, can that be greater?
Mr. CARPENTER. $400,000 would represent the maximum. If' we do

poorly, we get none of that in technology transfer, If we do well, as
I might observe that we were graded superior on technology trans
fer in the first 6 months' period, and, so, we got all of that, incre
ment.

Mr. WALGREN. That is a retrospective grade-
Mr. CARPENTER. 'Yes, sir, it is.
Mr. WALGREN [continuing]. Created by--
Mr. CARPENTER. By the local OakRidge operations component of

DOE; yes, sir.
Mr.WALGREN. And then' you can renegotiate that component in

the next year?
Mr. CARPENTER. Yes, that's right. ,
Mr. WALGREN. If there is something else that should betaken

into account.
Mr. CARPENTER. That is correct.
Mr. MORRISON. If the gentleman would yield; I might add that

this is a standard procedure. As I understand it, the great game for
contractors -working with the Department of Energy is to receive a
high rating because it spins off in dollars. , ,

I guess the only point that comes out of the responses from Mr.
Carpenter to me is maybe that 10 percent weight applied to tech
nology transfer should be made higher for the purpose of getting
other contractors across the country to do an increasingly superior
job of providing for technology transfer.

I will offer that to the chairman just as an idea that may not
have any merit.

Mr. WALGREN. We are sort of looking at 2% percent, is that
right, of the---'- ,

Mr. CARPENTER., That is correct.. The way it was structured the
first 6 months, about 21/ 2 percent of the total award fee, which
measures many important aspects of our performance, of course.

Mr. WALGREN. I see. And the investor has up to $100,000, an in-
dividual-not the investor, the inventor has up to $100,000. That is "
very comparable to your total fee, " "

Mr. CARPENTER. Well, that doesn't come out of our profit,remem
ber, Mr. Walgren. In other words, that money that ",e pay the in
ventor will come out of the revenue, the royalty revenue pools. The
beauty of that is that it does not happen-it is additional money,' it
really doesn't cost us profit, and it doesn't cost the Government
new expenditures. It comes outofthe-his payment would directly
come out of the revenue pool.


